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Quantum Effects in the Dynamics of Trapped Bose Condensed Gases 

 

ABSTRACT 

In this project, quantum theory of a weakly interacting, dilute Bose gas is presented using the 

formalism of second quantization. First, a calculation is performed to obtain an expression for 

the Hamiltonian operator based on the concept of a quantized field. The second quantized 

version of the Hamiltonian in the momentum representation is developed, which is appropriate 

for a cold and dilute Bose gas. The Hamiltonian is then diagonalized using the thermodynamic 

properties of the Bose gas. In this project, we consider the ground-state energy of clouds in a 

confining potential. While the scattering lengths for alkali atoms are large compared with atomic 

dimensions, they are usually small compared with atomic separations in gas clouds. As a 

consequence, the effects of atomic interactions may be calculated very reliably by using an 

effective interaction proportional to the scattering length. This provides the basis for a mean-

field description of the condensate, which leads to the Gross–Pitaevskii equation. From this we 

calculate the energy using both variational methods and the Thomas–Fermi approximation. The 

Thomas–Fermi approximation fails near the surface of a cloud, and we calculate a relation 

between the chemical potential μ and the total number of particles N. When the atom–atom 

interaction is attractive, the system becomes unstable if the number of particles exceeds a critical 

value, which we calculate in terms of the trap parameters and the scattering length. 

. 

KEYWORDS : Bose-Einstein condensation, Gross-Pitaevsky equation, Quantum effect, 

Thomas– Fermi approximation and the variational methods. 
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1. INTRODUCION 

Quantum mechanics is the theoretical framework within which it has been found possible to 

describe correlate, and predicate the behavior of a vast range of physical system, from particles 

through nuclei, atoms and radiation to molecules and condensed matter (Merzbacher, 1998). The 

fundamental equations of QM are the Schr��dinger equation and the Heisenberg equation. The 

difference between them is that the Schr��dinger equation describes the time evolution of the 

wave function, and the Heisenberg equation gives the time variation of an operator which 

represents a dynamical variable. Both approaches proved very successful in understanding most 

of the physical and quantum phenomena (Levi, 2003). Such as describing non-relativistic 

systems with fixed numbers of particles, but a new framework was needed to describe systems in 

which particles can be created or destroyed, for example, the electromagnetic field, considered as 

a collection of photons. It was eventually realized that special relativity was inconsistent with 

single-particle quantum mechanics, so that all particles are now described relativistically by 

quantum fields (Yndurain, 1996).  

There is a fundamental difference between the classical and quantum mechanical description of a 

system containing identical particles. In classical case the particle considers to be 

distinguishable, in principle, eventhough we must admit that it is virtually impossible in practice 

to integrate the equation of motion for a many-body system with sufficient accuracy (Kelly, 

2002). This classical description imposes no symmetry requirements on the wave function when 

two particles are interchanged. This one is not correct quantum mechanically, but it is interesting 

for purposes of comparison (Reif, 1965). But in quantum mechanics the particle are 

indistinguishable and the dynamical variables such as momentum, energy, etc behave like 

operators unlike in classical mechanics. 

All matter in our universe consists of two elementary types of particles, characterized by half-

integer spin and integer spin, which are called fermions and bosons, respectively. Bosonic 

systems obey the Bose-Einstein statistics, where it is possible that an arbitrary number of 

particles can occupy the same quantum state. Fermions, however, are subject to the Pauli 

Exclusion Principle, which states that two fermions cannot occupy the same quantum state, and 

therefore they are described by the Fermi-Dirac statistics. This essential difference leads to 
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contrasting many-body properties. Experimentally, condensation of a gas of bosons occurs when 

the average number of particles confined in a cube of the de Broglie wave length exceeds about 

three, and therefore the phase space density becomes larger than ~�3. This can be achieved by 

lowering the temperature of the gas. Such behavior was first predicted in 1924 by Einstein 

(Einstein, 1925) based on previous work by Bose (Bose, et.al., 1924) and therefore the effect was 

named Bose-Einstein condensation. It is interesting to note that Einstein’s work on Bose-Einstein 

statistics was inspired by de Broglie’s idea of matter having a wave nature, thus being 

complementary to Einstein’s showing that light has a particle nature.  

A Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) is a particular state of matter of a system of bosons confined 

in an external potential. The atoms are cooled to temperatures very near to absolute zero. Under 

this condition, a large fraction of the bosons occupy the lowest energy level, which is when the 

bosons are reduced to a state of zero velocity. This new state of matter was first predicted in 

1924 by an Indian physicist and mathematician called Satayendra N. Bose who rederived that the 

thermal distribution of photons is not a Maxwell-Boltzmann but a Planck distribution (Bose, 

et.al., 1924). The first microscopic theory of interacting Bose gases in the realm of BEC was 

formulated in 1947 by N.N. Bogoliubov (Bogoliubov, 1947). He introduced quantum corrections 

on top of a mean-field theory in order to account for atom-atom interactions in the trapped gas.  

 

From a theoretical point of view, and for a wide range of experimentally relevant conditions, the 

dynamics of a BEC can be well described by means of an effective mean-field theory. This 

approach can describe quite accurately the static and dynamical properties of BECs. The relevant 

model is a classical nonlinear evolution equation, the so-called Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation 

(Gross and Pitaevskii, 1961; Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003; Pethick and Smith, 2008). In fact, 

this is a variant of the famous nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation (Edwards and Burnett, 

1995; Sulem, 1999), which is a universal model describing the evolution of complex field 

envelopes in nonlinear dispersive media. In case of BECs, the nonlinearity is introduced by the 

interatomic interactions in the GP model and is accounted for through an effective mean-field. 

The results obtained by solving the GP equation show excellent agreement with most of the 

experiments.  
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After being first proposed by Einstein and Bose in 1924, the Bose-Einstein condensation was not 

observed until 1995. It draws on fundamental discoveries in diverse fields such as condensed-

matter physics, laser cooling and trapping, and fluid mechanics, and the history covers a number 

of Nobel Prize winners and other prominent physicists. And also it was found that physical 

phenomena, such as superconductivity and the superfluidity of liquid helium, are related to Bose-

Einstein condensation. New developments and ideas in laser technology led to the ways of how 

to cool down atoms with laser light (Hänsch and Schawlow, 1975). These works resulted in first 

experiments on trapping and cooling atoms, and for their outstanding contributions in this field. 

 

Since then, an outburst of new developments, ideas and investigations led to a lot of new and 

exciting research on ultracold gases. Particularly, the experimentally long coherence lengths 

(typically exceeding the system size) and the superfluid characteristics of a condensate made it a 

playground for scientists to observe the quantum nature of matter on a macroscopic level. In 

BECs those quantum effects are greatly enhanced because of its very low temperatures, and 

therefore condensates allow for direct studies of quantum phenomena. The three quantum effects 

that cause Bose-Einstein condensation are the indistinguishability of particles, the discrete nature 

of the energy of each particle, and that several particles are allowed to be in the same state. The 

first two are a consequence of the wave nature of atoms; the third is only true for bosons. 

 

In recent experiments and theoretical studies, atoms were trapped in optical lattices to model 

solid-state systems (Jaksch et al., 1998; Orzel, 2001; Bloch, 2005; Morsch and Oberthaler, 

2006). By increasing the scattering length, which describes the interaction between the particles, 

and which can be tuned very accurately by external magnetic fields, the superfluid to Mott 

insulator transition was extensively studied (Greiner et al., 2002;  Stöferle, 2004). Many authors 

have investigated quantum effects in the dynamics of trapped bose condensed gases and obtained 

a large number of important results after several decades of research. It also marks the beginning 

of a whole new area of research in the properties of atomic Bose condensates. This subject is 

presently undergoing a world-wide explosion of research activity, both experimental and 

theoretical. As a result, the dynamics of trapped Bose- condensation has suddenly become the 

subject of intense research interest. In the present work, we will develop the Hamiltonian of 
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system of interacting boson using the method of second quantization and the Gross-

Pitaevskii(GP) equation that describes the dynamics of bose condensed gases.  
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General Objective 

The main objective of this project is to investigate quantum effects in the dynamics of trapped 

bose condensed gases. 

The Specific Objectives are:  

� To develop the Hamiltonian of a system of interacting bosons using the method of second 

quantization. 

� To employ the variational approach to drive the Gross-Pitaevskii equation that describes 

the dynamics of bose-condensed gases. 
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2.  REVIEW OF LITERATUR 

2.1 Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) and Subatomic Particles 

In our daily life, we deal with three states of matter which are solid, liquid and gas. A fourth high 

energy state of matter is plasma which appears in high energy processes such as fire, the charged 

air produced by lightning and the core of a star such as the sun. The existence of a fifth low 

energy state of matter known as Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) was a theoretical concept 

before the last decade of the twentieth century but became reality in 1995 ( Anderson et al., 

1995). In the following we will discuss the physics of BEC. To understand the concept of BEC, 

we begin by giving some basic information about different types of subatomic particles. 

 

Subatomic particles can be categorized as elementary particles and composite particles. An 

elementary particle is one of the building blocks of the universe from which all particles are 

made. Such particles cannot divide into further smaller units, i.e. they do not have substructures. 

A quark is an example of an elementary particle which is a fundamental constituent of matter. 

Other examples of elementary particles are photons, bosons, fermions, etc. Composite particles 

are the combinations of elementary particles. Examples of composite particles are proton (which 

consists of two up quarks and one down quark), neutron (which have one up quark and two down 

quarks), meson (which is a combination of bosons), etc. 

 

All known matter is ultimately composed of elementary particles called fermions. In particle 

physics, fermions are subatomic particles which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. According to Pauli 

Exclusion Principle (Pauli, 1925), two or more fermions cannot occupy the same quantum state 

at the same time. This means that if one fermion is in a minimum energy state, the other fermion 

must be in a higher energy state. Examples of fermions are the electron and positron. On the 

other hand, bosons are subatomic particles which obey Bose-Einstein statistics. Examples of 

bosons are the photon and gluon. Pauli Exclusion Principle however is not applicable for bosons. 

So, all bosons can occupy the same quantum state at the same time and they do not have to be 

distinguishable from each other. When this happens, a Bose-Einstein condensate is formed. 

2.2 Bose-Einstein Condensation 

Bose-Einstein condensation is a phenomenon of a quantum-phase transition in which a finite 

fraction of particles of a boson gas condenses into the same quantum state when cooled below a 
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critical transition temperature. In this state, matter ceases to behave as independent particles and 

degenerates into a single quantum state that can be described by a single wave function. This 

phenomenon was originally predicted by Bose and Einstein in 1924. The first realization of BEC 

in dilute gases for rubidium (Anderson, et al., 1995) and sodium (Davis, et al., 1995) dates back 

to 1995, when JILA and MIT performed their milestone experiments for producing BECs. The 

JILA group published their results of rubidium atoms in 1995. Few months after that, the MIT 

group reported condensation of sodium atoms in 1995. Since then, the research in this field has 

been an active and growing part both theoretically as well as experimentally and has had 

impressive impact in many branches of physics such as atomic physics, nuclear physics, optical 

physics, etc. Currently, there are more than one hundred and fifty experimental BEC groups 

around the world. 

 

The world’s first BEC reported by Eric Cornell, Carl Wieman and their collaborators was formed 

inside a carrot-sized glass cell, and made visible by a video camera (Anderson, et al., 1995). The 

result was a BEC of about 2000 rubidium atoms and its life was 15 to 20 seconds. Shortly after 

this, Ketterle also achieved a BEC in the laboratory with sodium vapors at MIT. Cornell, Ketterle 

and Wieman were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics 2001 for this achievement. 

 

Very active research has been carried out into the systems that are closer to the Bose-Einstein’s 

condensation theory since 1970. Many groups started searching globally for BECs with a 

combination of laser and magnetic cooling apparatus. Latest powerful methods developed in the 

last quarter of the 20th century for cooling alkali metal atoms by using lasers were used for the 

first realization of BECs. All experiments with gaseous condensates start with the laser cooling 

except atomic hydrogen. The technique of laser cooling was developed by Cohen-Tannoudji, S. 

Chu and W.D. Philipps for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics (Cohen-

Tannudji   et al., 1990). 

 

Today, scientists can produce condensates with much larger number of atoms that can survive 

for several minutes. BEC has been found experimentally in many atomic species such as atomic 

hydrogen, metastable helium, lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, ytterbium and Li2 

molecules (Dauxois and Peyrard, 2006). 
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2.3. Effect of Interaction on Bose-Einstein Condensation 

The recent reports of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in weakly interacting trapped alkali 

gases has confirmed a property of bosons first predicted in 1924 by Bose for photons, and in 

1925 by Einstein for atoms. The production of such condensates has opened the possibility of a 

new generation of atomic physics experiments on meso- or macro-scopic assemblies of atoms in 

the same quantum state. 

 

2.3.1. Non-interacting bosons 

The equilibrium momentum distribution (��) of non-interacting bosons with mass, m, at a 

temperature, T, is given by the Bose distribution function  

 

                         f�  = 1
e ( ��� �μ)/��� − 1                                                                                      (2.1) 

Where p is the momentum and μ ≤ 0 the chemical potential. The total particle density n can be 

found by integrating over all momentum states: 

n = � d�(2πћ)�  1
e( ����μ)/��� − 1 = g� �! (eμ �� �! )

λ
�                                                  (2.2) 

Where g�/�(x)  = ∑ x$∞$%&  is a polylogarithm function and λ =  ' �πћ
(�$��)(

& �!
 is the thermal 

wavelength. One can re-express this result in terms of the phase space density D as 

                                Ɗ = nλ� = g� �! )eμ �� �! *                                                                                 (2.3) 

Eq. (2.3) shows that there is a maximum value that D can take. This critical value is reached 

when μ= 0 and is given by D-  = g�/� (1) = ζ(3/2)≈2.612 (where ζ is the Riemann function). At a 

given temperature this corresponds to a maximum density. If this density is reached all the 

excited states saturate and any additional particles must accumulate in the ground state, formina 

Bose-Einstein condensate. This gives us the number of bosons at zero momentum state at 

temperature, T 

N0 = N 11 − 2 TT-4� �! 5                                                                                            (2.4) 
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Where N0 the number of particles in the ground state and N the total number of particles. 

 

2.3.2 Interacting bosons 

After the observations of Einstein, little happened in the field of BEC until the first experiments 

on superfluid  4He. In 1938 Fritz London made the connection between the strange properties of 

this system and the phenomenon of BEC (London,1938). Part of his evidence was that the 

critical temperature predicted by Einstein's formula,  T- =  �πћ
�$� ( 7�.8&�Ω)� �!  of 3.2 K was not far 

from the experimentally measured value of 2.17 K. Also, the specific heat of 4He peaks at this 

temperature, similar to the behavior predicted for the ideal Bose gas. Landau was the next person 

to make significant contributions to the new field of superfluidity (Landau, 1941). He developed 

a very successful phenomenological hydrodynamic description of 4He that divided the system 

into superfluid and normal fluid components, similar to the `two-fluid' model of Tisza (Tisza, 

1940). Landau also introduced the idea that the liquid could be described in terms of a gas of 

weakly interacting quasiparticles, which had a simple energy spectrum for two types of 

excitations| phonons and protons. The linear nature of his proposed dispersion relation at low 

momentum explained the phenomenon of frictionless flow. 

 

 A major breakthrough was made by Bogoliubov in 1947. He utilized the new ideas of second 

quantization and many-body field theory to show quantitatively that the nature of BEC was not 

profoundly affected by the introduction of weak interactions. However, he demonstrated that the 

low-lying excitations of a Bose condensed gas were significantly altered, and that the predicted 

phonon spectrum was exactly that assumed by Landau which ensured the stability of superfluid 

flow. 

 

 It turns out that superfluid 4He is not a good example of a weakly-interacting Bose gas (WIBG). 

It is a liquid, not a gas, and the interactions between the atoms are so strong that the actual 

condensate only makes up about 10% of the system at T = 0. However, the effects of Bose 

statistics play a major role in determining the characteristics of the fluid, and the weakly-

interacting gas continued to be studied as a qualitative model of superfluid 4He. Many of the 
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theoretical properties of the WIBG were determined in the 1950's and early 1960's in this 

context. 

 

The dominant effects of interactions on Bose-Einstein condensation are quite different in a 

uniform system and in the experimentally pertinent case of a harmonically trapped atomic gas 

(Pethick and Smith, 2002; Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003; Dalfovo et al., 1999).The interactions 

do, however, become more important in the condensed phase, as more and more atoms are 

preferentially scattered into the ground state of the system. For the homogeneous gas, this results 

in a peak in the momentum distribution, whereas, in the case of a trap, to a peak in the density of 

atoms. This increased density implies that the interactions between the condensed atoms will 

strongly affect the properties of the condensate as well as its interaction with the non-condensed 

particles. Nonetheless, the range of the interactions remains extremely small compared to the de 

Broglie wavelength or the inter-particle spacing, so that one might expect to be able to treat the 

ultra cold collisions using a scattering length model. Mathematically this means that one can 

simplify the spatially dependent interaction potential between two ultracold alkali atoms into that 

of a zero-range delta-function potential (Huang, 1987). 

                                                 V(r)  = ; δ(r)                                                                                    (2.5) 

Here ; represents the effective interaction strength for zero-range interactions, which is related 

to the s-wave scattering length, a, by  ; =  =πћ>�   where m is the atomic mass . 

 

2.4. Fundamental Approximation Methods for BEC 

The first major approximation leading to the mean field theory (MFT) description is that the 

internal states of the atoms are ignored. All of the atoms must, however, reside in a particular 

hyperfine atomic ground state in order to remain trapped. The direction of the magnetic moment 

associated with the atom’s internal state has been polarized to lie along the direction of the trap 

magnetic field at the site of the atom. Since the atoms are very cold and thus slowly moving, one 

assumes that the magnetic moment of the atom adiabatically follows the local magnetic field. 

Thus the energy of the interaction of the atom’s magnetic moment ( μatom) with the external 

magnetic field has the form: 

V?@A�(r) = µA?0�B(r)                                                                (2.6) 
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Another feature of this assumption is that collisions between atoms in the cloud do not change 

the atom’s internal state. That is, all collisions are assumed to be elastic. In fact, most inelastic 

(spin-flip) binary collisions will cause both atoms to be ejected from the trap. This, in turn, limits 

the lifetime of the condensate. Such lifetimes can be predicted within MFT in a reasonably 

accurate way for comparison with experiment. 

 

The true interaction potential between atoms in the cloud is quite complex (Julienne, 1996; Mies 

et al., 1996; Tiesinga et al., 1996). Most of this complexity is evident, however, only when the 

atoms are in close proximity. At low temperature and density conditions present in the trap, all 

scattering events occur at extremely low energy. Consequently, the atoms rarely come close 

enough to each other to sample the complex nature of the inter-atomic potential. The atom-atom 

interaction is therefore well characterized by the s-wave scattering length, and the interaction 

potential may be written in the form: 

VDE?(r − r′) = ;δ(r − r′)                                                                        (2.7) 

Where, ; = 4πћ2 a /m, (  ≡  the s-wave triplet scattering length, and m is the atomic mass). 

 

2.5. Zero-Temperature Mean Field Theory 

In physics and probability theory, mean field theory (MFT also known as self-consistent field 

theory) studies the behavior of large and complex stochastic models by studying a simpler 

model. Such models consider a large number of small interacting individual components which 

interact with each other. This theory is particularly valid for T > Tc .But for T ≤ Tc, this theory is 

inadequate, since the low energy part of the excited states plays an important role at low 

temperature.   

In a dilute Bose gas near T= 0, most of the atoms are in the condensate. It is thus reasonable to 

focus the theoretical treatment on the interactions between pairs of condensed atoms. The 

interaction potential will promote pairs of atoms out of the condensate, and, once excited, they 

may re-interact with each other. The result of this second ‘single-vertex’ interaction varies: the 

atoms can either fall back into the condensate, or make a transition to different non–condensate 

states. This ‘single-vertex’ interaction can be repeated an arbitrary number of times, before the 

collision ends, with both atoms occupying condensed states once again. A completed collision, 
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or scattering, in which both initial and final collision of all states are condensed ones, is therefore 

made up of an arbitrary number of intermediate excited state pairs, interacting via a ‘single-

vertex’ interaction,V(r). 
A microscopic treatment which includes fluctuations around the pure condensate mean field can 

be shown to include the effect of all repeated ‘single-vertex ’ interactions, thus accurately 

describing the scattering of two condensed atoms in a dilute trapped condensate at T= 0. In other 

words, the interaction potential between two condensate atoms gets ‘renormalized ’ to the two-

body, T-matrix, which accounts for the full effect of a completed collision (in vacuum). 

A zero-temperature, mean-field formulation of the quantum mechanics of an externally confined 

system of weakly-interacting Bose particles equations consists of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, 

which describes the properties of the condensed part of the trapped atomic cloud, and the 

Bogoliubov equations, which describe properties of the non-condensed part. The zero-

temperature mean field theory equations were first derived by Bogoliubov (Bogoliubov, 

1947).many years ago in order to study the super fluid 4He. The system to which they apply is 

assumed to be a weakly interacting, dilute gas of identical bosons, which, as noted above, does 

not provide a good description of liquid helium. The two derivations of the MFT equations are, 

the first derivation that uses a Bogoliubov transformation to cast the grand-canonical 

Hamiltonian for a collection of interacting bosons into the form of a collection of non interacting 

quasi-particles with the condensate becoming the vacuum state. The second derivation uses 

linear-response theory (Gennes, 1996). Performed on the time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii 

equation (which is itself derived from a variational principle) to obtain the basic MFT equations. 

 

2.6. Finite Temperature Mean Field Theory 

At non-zero temperatures the atomic assembly does, of course, consist of excitations above the 

condensate which have to be taken properly into account. Perhaps the best known way to do this 

is based on the finite-temperature Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) equations (Huse and Siggia, 

1982; Dorre et al., 1979; Kobe, 1968; Blaizot and Ripka, 1986). These equations include the 

effects of the mean value of the atomic field, the effects of thermally excited atoms, as well as 

the so-called anomalous averages of atomic operators (Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1995). These 

anomalous averages represent strong pair correlations between the particles that can arise when 
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the effective interactions are attractive. The HFB equations can be derived in a variety of ways, 

e.g., via Green functions, variational principles and through an equation of motion approach. An 

important discussion of the HFB theory has been recently given by Griffin (Griffin, 1996).who 

describe show the behavior of an inhomogeneous Bose-condensed gas can be obtained for the 

full temperature range within the context of the Popov approximation (Popov, 1987).                  

It is also reasonable to think of all atoms as occupying the same quantum state, as in the original 

concept of BEC. However, the condensate state is much different from that which would 

describe a non interacting gas. It is modified by effects of interactions that are encapsulated in a 

mean-field description, which can be thought of as the Hartree approximation to the wave 

function of a system of Bose particles. 

2.7. The Variational Approximations 

One of the most commonly used mathematical techniques in the study of BECs and nonlinear 

optics is the variational approximation. This technique has been employed to approximate 

solutions in various cases, particularly in the cases where solutions do not exist in an analytical 

form. This method reduces a system having infinitely many degrees of freedom to a finite 

dimensional one. The objective of this method is to reduce a system with complex dynamics 

characterized by partial differential equations to a relatively simple system of a few ordinary 

differential equations. It is a semi-analytic method which is well known and has long been used 

to approximate solutions of nonlinear evolution equations. It is called semi-analytic because in 

practice this method involves equations which may be too complicated to solve analytically and 

hence need some numerical techniques for their solutions. The method of the variational 

approximation can be systematically described in Kaup and Vogel (2007).On the theory side, the 

dynamics of dilute trapped Bose-Einstein gases has been successfully modeled by mean-field 

theories. In particular, it has been shown recently by several groups that the Gross-Pitaevskii 

equation (GPE), a nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) for the macroscopic wave function of 

the Bose-Einstein condensed gas, provides an accurate description of the ground state and of the 

excitation spectrum of the condensate at (or close to) zero temperature. 
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3. MATHEMATICAL METHODOLOGY  

In this section, we briefly present the mathematical equation and methods which will be used in 

the work. 

3.1 Hamiltonian Operator in Second Quantized Form  

We shall consider a system of two-body interactions. The total Hamiltonian operator of such a 

system can be written as: 

 

HI = HI& + HI�                                                                                                                          (3.1) 
 

where HI& is the one-body operator and HI�, is the two-body operator. Hence HI& must involve a 

pair of annihilation and creation operators. Quite generally, to describe of Bose-Einstein 

condensation can be starts from writing down the Hamiltonian as  

  
HI = KLMα|t̂|QR + Mα|uT|QRUαϯUVW + 12 K Xlk[VI[Qα\U]ϯU$ϯ UVUα

α,β,$,]α,β
                                         (3.2) 

 

The Hamiltonian HI given by eqn. (3.2) must be expressed in a definite representation to apply 

for a physical problem. For this, the representation of HI in momentum space is found to be 

 

HI = ∑ )ℏ$
�� * U$ϯ U$ + ) &̀

a*$ ∑ u$′�$U$′ϯ U$ +$,$′ ) &�`a* ∑ Vbb,�,$ U�cbϯ U$�bϯ U�U$                 (3.3) 

where U$ϯ  is the creation operator of a particle with vector k, and Ud is the annihilation operator. 

This is the Hamiltonian in momentum representation, for a many-particle system. It will be 

derived and used in our calculation. 

3.2 Commutation Relation 

The following commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators corresponding to 

a boson field will be useful. 

                          [U$,α,  U$′α′e ] = δ$$′δαα′ 
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                [  U$,α,  U$′,α′] = [U$αe   U$′α′e   ] = 0                                                                     (3.4) 

where U$′α′e  is the Hermitian conjugate of U$,α, and [A, B] ≡ AB−BA 

The definition of the quantized field is completed by defining two Hermitian operators: the 

Hamiltonian operator HI and the number operator NI. The Hamiltonian operator is 

                                  HI= K + Ω                                                                                                 (3. 5)                                                                              

where 

                            K=    
ℏ
�f g d�rh ψe(rh) ∇ � ψ(rh),             

                            Ω = 
&�  g d�rh&d�rh�ψe(rh&)ψe(kh�) 

.l&� ψ(rh�). ψ(rh&),                       
Where l&� = V (rh&, rh�). The number operator is 

                              NI  ≡   g m�rhψ.c(rh)  ψ(rh),                                                                            (3.6) 

These definitions hold for boson. We can easily verify that  

                                    [HI, NI] = 0                                                                                              (3.7) 

Therefore HI and NI can be simulteously diagonalized. We show that a simultaneous eigenstate of 

HI and NI is an energy eigenstate of a system of a definite number of particles.  

3.3 The Gross- Pitaevskii Equation 

 We will discuss a simple approach to describe a pure BEC taking into account the atom-atom 

interactions in a mean-field approach (i.e. considering a many-body problem as an effective one-

body problem). Although the nature of the gases is very dilute in a real condensate, atom-atom 

interactions cannot be neglected. In fact, the BEC in the harmonic trap significantly increases the 

effects of the atom-atom interaction. 

For a system of N number of spinless bosons described by spatial coordinate’s rn, the starting 

point is the N-body Hamiltonian 

H = ∑ (no
�f +   l(pq)7r%& ) + 

&�  ∑ ∑ s(pq  −  pt).7uvr7r%&                                        (3.8) 
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The first term herein represents the kinetic energy in which p is the momentum, V corresponds to 

the external trapping potential and W is the two-body interaction potential. We use the Hartree 

approximation for seeking the ground state of the many-body system. For the N-body system, we 

take the ansatz 

       ψw(p&, p� ... p7 , t) = ϕ (p&, t) ϕ (p�, t)... ϕ (p7, t),                                                             (3. 9)              

Where ϕ denotes the wave function of the single-particle normalized to unity that is to be 

determined. This approximation assumes that all atoms occupy the same macroscopic state 

which is correct only for simple BECs.  Due to the interaction dependence of scattering length, 

the interatomic interaction potential in (3.8) can be replaced by an effective delta-function 

interaction potential, i.e. 

       W (px−pu ) = ;δ (px−  pu ),                                                                                                 (3.10)   

 Where ;= 4πℏ2a/m, in which a represents the scattering length and m is the mass of the particle. 

Since PzzhE = −iℏ∇n, the Hamiltonian for N interacting particles in the presence of trapping potential 

V can be written as 

                                H = ∑ .7r%&  (ℏ2/2m ∇ n
2+ ∨ (pE) + |� ∑ ∑  7   uvr  7r%& δ (px−  pu )                  (3.11) 

Where ∇n is the gradient relative to pE.  

Then we can define the Lagrangian density for any extended object, being either classical or a 

quantum fields, as.  

 
      L = g }mrh                                                                                                                 (3.12) 

 
Where , } is the Lagrangian density of the field and L is the total Lagrangian. 
 
We know determine the Lagrangian density for the Schr��dinger field and then use it in the Euler-  

Lagrangian equation given by, 

~}~� = ∑ ~~��
7r%& 2 ~}~���4 + 

~~� ) ~}~��*                                                                                               (3.13) 

Where  

              η�� = ~�~�� and  ��= 
~�~�                                                                                                (3.14)  

We set  

              �(r,zzh �)= ψ(r,zzh �)                                                                                                         (3.15)       
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The above equations will be necessary to transform the total ℒagrangian to the well-known 

Gross- Pitaevskii (GP) equation given by:  

                         iℏ 
~�(�,�)~�  = [(-ℏ2/2m ∇ 2 + v(r )) + ; |� (�, �)|2] � (�, �)                 (3.16) 

and using the ansatz eqn.(3.9) and the pseudo potential given in Eqn.(3.10), the average energy 

takes the form 

E  ≃N  g mpψ.∗(p) (-ℏ2/2m ∇ 2 + v�(r )) ψ(p)+ 
|�  ��g m�|ψ(p)|�                                       (3.17) 

Here and in the following, we make the approximation |� N (N −1) ≈ 
|� N2, since the resulting 

relative error is of order 1/N. The wave function � (r) is now determined by requiring it to 

minimize the above energy functional. The variation of (3.12) with respect to ψ *(  r), subject to 

the normalization constraint g m�|�(�)|� =1, then using separation variable method, we obtain 

the ground state of eqn. (3.16), which is 

                              ψ(r, t)= ψ�(r) e�D( �aℏ )?                                                                                (3.18) 

Then using eqn. (3.18), in eqn. (3.16), we get  

(-ℏ2/2m ∇ 2 + vt (r )) �(�) + ;N|�(�)|� �(�) =   μ �(�).                                               (3.19) 

Here, μ is a Lagrange multiplier introduced to fix the normalization of �(�).The self-consistent 

solution of eqn. (3.19) with the smallest value of μ will be denoted by �0(r). 

 

3.3.1. Euler's Gamma Function 

In the calculation of certain integrals, the Euler's gamma function will be used. It is given by 

Γ(m + 1) = � t�e�?dt∞

�
                                                                                                                (3.20) 

Such that, Γ(m + 1) = mΓ(m) and some particular value of the Gamma function are 

           � )&�* = √� 

        � )��* = &� � )&�* = √��  
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4. MATHEMATICAL CALCULATIONS AND RESULT  

In this section, we present the detailed calculations to derive the expressions for the Hamiltonian 

of a weakly interacting system of bosons, in the momentum representation from the general 

representation of Hamiltonian operator of the system in second-quantized form and calculate an 

energy required to add or an energy gained by subtracting one particle from the condensate. We 

then derive the Gross-Pitaevskii equation that describes the dynamics of bose - condensed gases. 

From this we calculate the energy using both variational methods and the Thomas–Fermi 

approximation. 

4.1. Hamiltonian Operator of a System of Interacting in Second-Quantized Form 

We shall consider that in a system two-body interactions will be very important, besides the 

single-particle energy. Then using eqn. (3.1) to (3.2) the general representation of Hamiltonian 

operator of the system in second-quantized form can be written as: 

HI = KLMα|t̂|QR + Mα|uT|QRUαϯUVW + 12 K Xlk[VI[Qα\U]ϯU$ϯ UVUα
α,β,$,]α,β

                                       (4.1)     
This equation gives us the Hamiltonian of the system in second-quantized form in an arbitrary 

representation. 

 

4.1.1. Hamiltonian in terms of Momentum-Space Operators 

We now return to the Hamiltonian �I  of eqn. (4.1) which describes particles in a definite 

representation so that it can be applied to a physical problem. For this, the representation of �I in 

momentum space is found to be very suitable. We now find the expression for this Hamiltonian 

and write it in the secondly quantized form.  

We assume that the system is restricted in a volume l� . In the box of normalization the 

momentum eigenfunction of a particle are given by  

ϕ$(p) = 1�V� �u ∙�                                                                                                                              (4.2) 

The vectors k, p, q, etc, will denote the momentum variables, which will be assumed to be 

discrete. The ϕ$(p) satisfy the following orthonormality condition, 

� ϕd′∗ (p)ϕd(p)mp = ¢dd′                                                                                                                 (4.3) 
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The matrix elements Mα|�̂|βR in the momentum representation, when �̂ represent kinetic energy of 

a particle, is given by, Mα|�̂|βR ⇒ M¤′|�̂|¤R                                                                                                                                            
            = ¦¤′§ ¨− ℏ�

2© ª�« §¤¬                                                                                                          (4.4) 

Now, |¤R = ϕd(p) ;    M ®| = ϕd′∗ (p). Hence, eqn. (4.4) becomes: 

M¤′|�̂|¤R = &̀
a g ��u ®∙� )− ℏ

�f ª�* �u ∙�mp                                                                               (4.5) 

To simplify eqn. (4.5), let us take the derivative of ϕ$ (r ) with respect to r . We have  

         ª�ϕ$ (r ) = (ik)( ik) �u¤∙p. &�`a 

                      = - (¯�) �u¤∙p  . &�`a                                                                                           (4.6) 

Multiply eqn. (4.6) by 
�ℏ
�f   thought. We get 

 �ℏ
�f  ª�ϕ$ (r ) = �ℏ

�f   - (¯�) �u¤∙p. &�`a 

                    = ℏ
�f   ̄ � �u¤∙p . &�`a 

 which gives 

                   
�ℏ
�f  ª�  = ℏ°

�f                                                                                                        (4.7) 

Substituting this in eqn. (4.5) and using eqn. (4.2) we have  

                   M¯′|�̂|¯R   = )ℏ¤
�f * g ϕd′∗ (p)ϕd(p)mp                                                           

                         = )ℏ¤
�f * X¤[¤′\ 

Where we consider that the single particle wave function is ϕ$ (r) = Xp[¤′\ and eqn. (4.3) 

     = ¨ℏ�¤�
2© « ¢dd′                                                                                                                (4.8) 

The Hamiltonian matrix in the momentum basis of h& is 

�I& =X¯[ h&[¯ ′\ = )ℏ¤
�f * ¢dd′  + g mp M¤|pR l�³>(p) Xp[¤′\                                                       (4.9) 

Where 

    h& = 
ℏ
�f  ∇� + l�(p) 

Now from the single wave function and eqn. (4.2), we can rewrite eqn.(4.9) momentum  
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representation as: 

  X¤[ h&[¤′\  = )ℏ¤
�f * ¢dd′ + g mk &� á eD¤∙p l�(p) 

&� á e�D$′′∙@ 
           = )ℏd

�f * ¢dd′ + &́
a g mp l�(p) eD(¤�¤′µ)∙p                                                                   (4.10) 

Using appendix I in eqn. (A.1) we can rewrite eqn. (4.10) as (see Appendix I for more details) 

�I& = ∑$ )ℏd
�f * U$ϯU$  + &

á
∑ l�(¶)· U$′cbϯ U$�b                                                                  (4.11) 

The matrix element of the two body potential is given by  

ļ ¸µVµV= ¹α′α» V»QQ′¼ ⇒ X¤&,¤�[ V(p1 − p2)[¤�, ¤=\ 
Where p&and p� are position vector of the two particles.     

We use eqn. (3.2), the interaction of the two bodies Hamiltonian is  

�I� = &
� ∑ X¤1,¤2[ l(p& − p�)[¤3, ¤4\$¾,$,$¿,$À, Ud¾

ϯ Ud
ϯ Ud¿UdÀ                                                         (4.12)               

Then using the Fourier transform l· the interaction potential of Hamiltonian  

�I� = 1
2l�

K l·
·

K (¢$¿,$¾cb)( ¢$À,$�b)
$¾,$,$¿,$À,

Ud¾
ϯ Ud

ϯ Ud¿UdÀ 

This equation implies that 

                       �I� = &
� á

 ∑ l·b,$¿,$À, Ud¿�·ϯ UdÀc·ϯ Ud¿UdÀ                                                           (4.13) 

Where k� = k& + Â and ̄ = = ¯� − Â 

Hence, the interatomic interaction potential can replaced by an effective delta-function 

interaction potential, i.e. 

  l· = ;¢· ,        where ; = =�ℏ>
f                                                                                            (4.14) 

Put eqn. (4.26) in to eqn. (4.25) 

 �I� = |
� á

 ∑ Ud¿�·ϯb,$¿,$À, UdÀc·ϯ Ud¿UdÀ                                                                                 (4.15) 

Finally, the Hamiltonian in momentum representation of trapped and interacting of many-particle 

system gives as  

 

  �I = ∑$ )ℏd
�f * U$ϯ U$  + &

á
∑ l�(¶)· U$cbϯ U$�b + &

� á
 ∑ l·b,$¿,$À, Ud¿�·ϯ UdÀc·ϯ Ud¿UdÀ  

     = ∑$ )ℏd
�f * U$ϯ U$  + &

á
∑ l�³>(q)· U$cbϯ U$�b + |

� á
 ∑b,$¿,$ÀUd¿�·ϯ UdÀc·ϯ Ud¿UdÀ              (4.16) 
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The first term is due to kinetic energy, the second term is due to single-particle potential, and the 

third term is due to two-body interactions. Thus from this equation, we have achieved the 

following important physical interpretation such as; 

1. in the kinetic energy term 

Udϯ is the creation operator of a particle with vector ¯, and Ud is the annihilation operator. This 

creation and annihilation operator satisfy the bosonic commutation relations of eqn.(3.4) 

2. in the single potential term  

When acting on a one-particle state with well-defined momentum, say|Ä¤〉Ä, the potential  

yields another one-particle state with momentum k +q, where q is the momentum transfer, with 

amplitude  l�(¶) . This process is usually depicted by the diagram of Fig.1 

              

                                     U$cbϯ            K+Â                         

-----------⇠ − − − l�(¶) 

                                                 K 

                                 U$                     Fig.1 One body scattering 

3. The two-boy interaction causes the annihilation of two particles with wave vectors ¯= and ̄ � 

and create in their two particles with wave vectors (¯= + Â) and(¯� − Â). In the process the 

conservation of momentum is ensured and can be represented pictorially as shown in fig.2  

 

                                                          ¯�	-q 

                                               Ued¿ÇÈ          q         ¯=	+q      UedÀÉÈ  

 

                   U$¿     ¯�        l·   ¯=      U$À   

                                                                                                        

Fig.2 Two body   interaction 
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One can visualize the item in the summation in eqn. (4.16) and fig.2 as follows: two incoming 

particles with momenta ¯= and ̄ � are scattered by the potential and become outgoing particles 

with momenta  ̄= + q and  ̄� − q. The total momentum is conserved (elastic scattering), but 

there is a transfer of momentum q from particle 3 to particle 4. 

 

4.1.2. Hamiltonian of a Dilute and Cold Bose Gas in Presence of Weak Interactions and  

         the Lowest-Order Approximation. 

Now we consider a weakly interacting Bose gas, contained in a volume V� and free from any 

external forces. In that case, the single-particle potential will be zero, and the related 

Hamiltonian of a dilute and cold Bose gas in presence of weak interactions   for the system can 

be written in terms of the field operators �(p) from eqn. (3.5) as 

�I = g m�p '�ℏ
�f  ψ e (p) ª� � (p) + &�  ψ e (p&) ψ e (p�)V(p& − p�) � (p&) � (p�)m�p&m�p�( (4.17) 

Expanding the field operator using plane waves, 

ÊËÌ
ËÍ ѱ(p) = 1�V� K eD�ℏ∙@U $�

ѱϯ(p) = 1
�V�Ke�D�ℏ∙@U $ϯ� ÏË

Ð
ËÑ                                                                                                               (4.18) 

Then the kinetic energy term from eqn. (3.5) became  

K=g m�k '�ℏ
�f  ψ e (r) ª� � (r)( = g m�k '�ℏ

�f  ∇ψ e (r) ∇ � (r)( 
                                                  = g m�k (

�ℏ
�f )( 

~ѱϯ(@)~³  ) ( 
~ѱ(@)~³  )                                               (4.19) 

Substituting eqn. (4.18) into eqn. (4.19) 

     K = g m�k &̀
Ò ∑ U $ϯ$ U $(

�ℏ
�f )  

      = ∑ U $ϯ$ U $(
�ℏ
�f )                                                                                                                (4.20) 

Then the interaction term is 
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Ω =  &�  g m�k&m�k�ψ e (r&) ψ e (r�)V(r& − r�) � (r&) � (r�)m�k&m�k� 

Using eqn. (4.18) 

Ω =  &�`a ∑ U$¾Ud$¾$,$¿,$À, Ud¿ϯ UdÀϯ g m�k&m�k� V(r& − r�) eD($¿�$)@∙ eD($À�$¾)@¾                (4.21) 

Write the interaction potential as 

l(k& − r�) = 1l� K l·�u·∙(³¾�@)
·

                                                                                                       (4.22) 

Put this in to Eqn. (4.21) 

Ω =  &�`a ∑ U$¾Ud$¾$,$¿,$À, Ud¿ϯ UdÀϯ g m�k&m�k�  &́
a ∑ l·�u·∙(³¾�@)·  eD($¿�$)@∙ eD($À�$¾)@¾ 

=  &�`¿a ∑ U$¾Ud$¾$,$¿,$À, Ud¿ϯ UdÀϯ g m�k&m�k�  ∑ l·�u·∙(³¾�@)·  eD($¿�$)@∙ eD($À�$¾)@¾            (4.23) 

And using the normalization and orthonormality condition  

g m�k& eD($À�$¾cb)@¾ = l�¢$À,$¾cb                                                                                      (4.24) 

In the same way ϕd′∗ (p)ϕd(p) 

g m�k� eD($¿�$�b)@ = l�¢$¿,$�b                                                                                         (4.25)       

Then the space integral gives  l�� ¢$¿,$�b¢$À,$¾cb and for convenience, the eigen functions 

ϕd(p) satisfy the following orthonormality condition: 

  g ϕd′∗ (p)ϕd(p) dr = δ$$′ 
In here depending on our case  

                                                             k� = k� − q  and 

                                                                    k= = k& + q   

Then this implies that  

                                                                     ¢$¿,$�b=¢$À,$¾cb=1 

Finally the interaction potential is 
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Ω =  &�`a ∑ Uϯ$¾cbUϯd�·$¾$,b, U$¾U$¾l·                                                                           (4.26) 

Substituting all these value in eqn. (4.18) 

�I = ∑ U $ϯ$ U $  ( n
�f)  + &�`a ∑ Uϯ$¾cbUϯd�·$¾$,b, U$¾U$¾l·                                                (4.27)  

The two-body scattering potential using the Fourier transform we can write  
 

 l· = g l(k) ��uÈℏ∙³dr                                                                                                          (4.28)        

In our case (on a dilute and cold) Bose gases l(k)  is not important for describing the 

macroscopic properties of the gas, when q ≪ 
ℏ³a  we assumed fictitious potential VÔÕÕ(r) gives the 

correct value for the low momentum value of its Fourier transform l· .so it is convenient 

 

                                                         l(k) =VÔÕÕ(r)   

If q ≪ 
ℏ³a   ⇒ q=0 

 Then eqn. (4.40) became  

l�=g  VÖ××(k)dr 

 This procedure will provide the correct answer to this complicated many-body problem as far as 

the system is dilute and cold.  

Now replacing l· with  ; in eqn. (4.27), we obtains the new Hamiltonian  

�I = ∑ U $ϯ$ U $  ( n
�f)   +   |2`a ∑ Uϯ$¾cbUϯd�·$¾$,b, U$¾U$¾ 

   = ∑ U kϯk U k  ( n
�f)   +   |2`a ∑ Uϯ$Uϯd$ U$U$                                                                                     (4.29)   

The effect of U� and U�ϯ  on the state containing �� particles in the condensed state is given by, 
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ØU�|��, … R = ���|�� − 1, … . R      U�ϯ |��, … R = ��� + 1|�� + 1, … RÚ                                                                                               (4.30) 

In reality �� is a very big number, �� ≈ 10��. so, it is obvious that if one particle is added to or 

removed from the condensate, there will be no change in the physical properties of the system. In 

that case, from eqn. (4.42), we have, 

 

ØU�|��, … R ≃ ���|��, … RU�ϯ |��, … R ≃ ���|��, … RÚ                                                                                                       (4.31) 

 

Thus the operators U� and U�ϯ  behave like constant numbers, when they act on the condensate. 

We can, therefore, replace them by a c-number, and write, 

 

U� = U�ϯ = ���                                                                                                                             (4.32) 

 

In a dilute and cold gas, the occupation number of the excited states with k≠ 0 is small and the 

particle number operator in the coordinate representation is given by  

N$ = Uϯd U$                                                                                       (4.33a) 

Now using eqn. (4.33a)and from the interaction potential  

  ∑ Uϯ$Uϯd$ U$U$ = ∑ N$� $                                                                                       (4.33b) 

 

Then using eqn. (4.33b) in eqn. (4.29) 

 

  �I = ∑ U $ϯ$ U $  ( n
�f) + |�`a ∑ N$� $                                                                                          (4.34) 

 Collecting these results, the energy eigenvalues of the system turn out to be 

E (N$) = ∑ N$$ (
n
�f)   +   |�`a ∑ N$� $  

In the lowest-order approximation, one can neglect all terms with k≠ 0 in eqn. (4.34) or at T = 0, 

all the atoms are in the ground state, p = 0 and the ground state energy takes the form 

 

   E0 = ∑ N$$ (
�
�f)   +   |�`a N�� 
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    E0 =   Üa�`a N��
 ≃  Üa�`a N�

 

                            

   =   w
�`a ; = (  w�  )ρ;                                                                                                            (4.35)  

Where  ρ = ẁ
a  is the particle density and  ; can be expressed in terms of the s-wave scattering 

length a using  
 

                                   ; = 
=�ℏ

f  U       
From this we conclude that the ground state energy per particle  

âa7  is proportional to the particle 

density and the interaction strength. 

 Using equation (4.35), we can now go ahead and calculate the sound speed, c, which is the speed 

of propagation of compression waves, for the system.  

To get this thermodynamic pressure of the weakly interacting Bose gas can be obtained using 

         P ≡ − 
~âa~`a                                               (4.36) 

Put eqn. (4.35) in to eqn. (4.36), it gives 

      P ≡ − 
~~`a(

w
�`a ;) 

       ≡ −(w
�  ;) 

~(`aÇ¾)~`a   

Then it become  

 P ≡ ( w
�`a ;) = ; 

ã
�                                                                                                                  (4.37) 

 

  Accordingly, the compressibility of the system can be expressed as  

    
~ã~ä =  

&åæåç                                                                                                                                (4.38)  

Then Substitute eqn. (4.37) in to eqn. (4.38) 

&|ã = &åæåç                                                                                                                              (4.39) 

       
From eqn. (4.51) ~ã~ä = 

&|ã 

Using the hydrodynamic relation, we obtain the relation between the sound speed c and the 

compressibility (Lee and Yang, 1957): 
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&fè =
~ã ~ä                                                                                                                            (4.40) 

By equating eqn. (4.39) and eqn. (4.40)   

    &|ã = &fè                                                                                                                             (4.41)  

Then Eqn. (4.41), become  

        c=é|ãf                                                                                                                              (4.42) 

The thermodynamic stability requires that the compressibility 
~ã ~ä  is positive, i.e. ; > 0 or a > 0. 

This leads to the important conclusion that a dilute uniform BEC can stably exist only if the 

system has a “repulsive” interaction. 

From the first law of thermodynamics, we have  

        mê = më + ì ml 

From this we obtain  

                 
         më = mê − ì ml                                                                                               (4.43) 

In our case, there can be exchange energy as well as particles among the system since it is 

possible to use the grand canonical ensemble due to this eqn. (4.43) became  

    më = mê − ì ml + í m�                                                                                                (4.44) 

But at T = 0, no energy transfer by heat takes place and the work done on the system is zero; 

hence,  

   më −  í m� =0 

That is  

                    mê =  ì ml =0 

  Then eqn. (4.44), become  

                                      më = í m� 

Finally, the chemical potential is given by 

   í = )îïaî7 * = ) îî7  w
�`a  ;* = |�`a )î7

î7  *                                                                                 (4.45) 

Then eqn. (4.45), gives 

   í =  ;ð                                                                                                                                (4.46) 

From eqn. (4.41) 
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  ;ð =  ©ñ�                                                                                                                               (4.47)          

Then by equating eqn. (4.46) and eqn. (4.47), it gives 

  í =  ©ñ� 

Hence this is an energy required to add one particle into the condensate or an energy gained by 

subtracting one particle from the condensate. We conclude that the relative energy related to the 

chemical potential and its thermodynamics properties can be directly calculated starting from 

Hamiltonian in second quantization and also the mass of a particle is a measure of its chemical 

potential energy content.  

4.2 The Gross–Pitaevskii Equation 

In the present chapter we shall first derive the Gross–Pitaevskii equation at zero temperature by 

treating the interaction between particles in a mean-field approximation. Following that, we 

compare results obtained by variational methods with those derived in the Thomas–Fermi 

approximation, in which the kinetic energy operator is neglected in the Gross–Pitaevskii 

equation. 

Let us consider a system of N number of spinless bosons described by spatial coordinate’s rn. 

The starting point is the N-body Hamiltonian from eqn. (3.8) 

 

�I = ∑ (òo
�f + l(rE)7r%& ) + 

&�  ∑ ∑ s(rE  −  rD).7uvr7r%&                                                       (4.48) 

To investigate the energy of many-body states we adopt a Hartree or mean-field approach, and 

assume that the wave function is a symmetrized product of single-particle wave functions. In the 

fully condensed state, all bosons are in the same single-particle state, ϕ (r), and therefore we 

may write the wave function of the N-particle system eqn. (3.8) as 

                  ψw (p&, p� ... p7, t) = ∏ ϕ$7°                                                                                     (4.49) 

The single-particle wave function ϕ$ is normalized in the usual way, 
 
                  g m� |ϕ$|�  = 1 
 
This wave function does not contain the correlations produced by the interaction when two atoms 

are close to each other.  These effects are taken into account by using the effective interaction 

 ;δ (px −pu )  , which includes the influence of short-wavelength degrees of freedom that have 

been eliminated, or integrated out. 

The complex conjugate of the above equation is 
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                                  ψ 7 ∗  =  ∏ ϕD∗7 u%&                                                                                          (4.50) 

Where k = 1, 2, 3… N 

 Let assume N=1, 2, 3                        ψ�= ô& ô� ô�                                                                                                               (4.51) 

The partial derivative of eqn. (4.51) gives  

~õ¿~� = ô� ô� ~ö¾~�  + ô& ô� ~ö~� + ô& ô�   ~ö¿~�                                                                                    

Or  

     
~õ¿~�  = 

~ö¾~�  ∏ ôd�dv&  + 
~ö~�  ∏ ôd�dv� + 

~ö¿~�  ∏ ôd�dv&                                                          (4.52) 

Analogues to the above equations, the partial derivative of eqn. (4.49) gives 

 

~õ÷~�  =  )∑ ~öø~�7ù%&  ∏ ôd7dvù *                                                                                                   (4.53) 

Then using eqn. (3.11) in eqn. (4.48), we have  

       H = ∑ ¨ ℏ
�f ∇E� + ∨ (rE)«7r%& + |� ∑ ∑ ¢ ( rE  −  pt)7uvr7r%&                                                   (4.54) 

Where ∇r is the gradient relative to pr.Then to derive time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation, 

the starting point is the N-body the Schr��dinger equation. 

To find this, from the general quantum equation is given by  

iℏ ~õ(p,?)~�  = úψ(p, t)                                                                                             (4.55) 

 Equation (4.54) is used in (4.55), we get the Schr��dinger equation. 

 

        iℏ ~õ~�  = )∑ (7r%& ℏ
�f  ∇r� + V(rE)) + |�  ∑ ∑ ¢ ( rE  −  pt)7uvr7r%& * ψ  

 

                 = 
ℏ
�f ∑ (∇r�7r%& ψ) + ∑ V(rE, t)7r%& ψ + 

&�  ∑ ∑ s(rE  −  rD)ψ.7uvr7r%&                    (4.56)   

Where with ψ(k& , k� . . . , k7 , t) the many-body wave-function and the external potential V can 

depend on time (the interaction term could also depend on time). 

Now from eqn. (3.13) and using eqn. (3.14) to eqn. (3.15) we can rewrite, 

∑ ~~��
7r%& ) ~}~�û�* = ∑ ~~��

7r%& ü ~}
~ åýåû�

þ 

Using the scalar product   
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                           = ∇zzh ⋅ ~}~L∇zzh õW                                                                                                   (4.57) 

And  

~~� ) ~}~��* = 
~~� )~}~õ� *  

Substitute all these values in (4.63),we have  

 ~}  ~õ  = ∇zzh ⋅ ~}~L∇zzh õW + 
~~� )~}~õ� *                                                                                                       (4.58)    

Using the complex conjugate of (4.71), it is easy to derive the Lagrange equations for the  

Lagrangian: 

   − 
~~� ) ~}~õ∗� * + 

 ~}  ~õ∗ − ∇zzh ⋅ ~}~L∇zzh õ∗W = 0                                                                                       (4.59) 

The Lagrange formalism should give back the correct equation of motion which is nothing but 

the Schr��dinger equation. For that, we must choose the good }. For a single particle in a trap: 

} = uℏ�  '(ψ∗) �õ
�� − �õ∗

�� (ψ)( − 
ℏ
�f L∇zzh ψ∗W ⋅ L∇zzhψW − ψ∗V(r, t)ψ                                             (4.60)   

Thus, using (4.73) in (4.72), we get the Schr��dinger equation. 

In the case of many particles, the action and Lagrangian can easily be generalized to N-particles 

making the Lagrangian depends on all ∇³� where ku is the position of the ���  particle. The 

Lagrange equation is 

− 
~~� ) ~}~õ∗� * + 

 ~}  ~õ∗ − ∑ ∇³� ⋅  ¨ ~}~)∇��  õ∗*«7u%&  = 0                                                                       (4.61)                                                    

Now the good choice for our many-body Lagrangian density is  
 } = uℏ�  '(ψ∗) �õ

�� − �õ∗
�� (ψ)( − 

ℏ
�f ∑ L∇³oψ∗W7u%& ⋅ L∇³oψW − ∑ ψ∗7u%& V(pr , t)ψ  

          − 
&� ∑ ∑  ψ∗7uvr7     r%&  s(rE  −  rD)ψ                                                                                  (4.62) 

 The integration inside eqn. (3.16) running over all particle positions  
 

                         g mph = g mk&・ ・ ・mk7 = g ∏ mpd7d%&                                                    (4.63)  
Using (4.75) and (4.76) in (3.16), the total Lagrangian associated with the Hamiltonian can then 
be written as 

L= g ∏ dp$7d%&∞�∞ 	uℏ� )ψ7 ∗ ~õ
~�  –  ψ7  ~õ
∗~� * –  ∑ 2  ℏ
�f   |∇r ψr|� +  v(pr)|ψr|�4wE%&  . � 

+ g ∏ dp$7d%&∞�∞  )| � ∑ ¢(pr − pu)|ψr|�7uvr *                                                                         (4.64)    

   where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugation.   
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Substituting the Hartree ansatz (3.13) in the above expression of Lagrangian, we obtain several 

terms.  

Then using the notation ϕ(rE, t) = ϕE, and eqn. (4.62-4.65), the first term from eqn. (4.77) is 

   g ∏ mpd7d%&∞�∞  
uℏ�   ψ7 ∗ ~ψ
~�  =  

uℏ�  g ∏ mpd7d%&∞�∞ L∏ ϕu∗7u%& W )∑ ~öø~�7ù%&  ∏ ϕ$7dvù * 

                                                 

                             = 
uℏ� ∑ )g mkù  ôù∗  ~öø~�∞�∞ *7ù%& ∏ g mkd  ôd∗  ôd∞�∞7dvù �                (4.65) 

From eqn. (4.78)  

 

 ∏ g mkd  ôd∗  ôd∞�∞7dvù � =1                                                                                         (4.66) 

 

 Since ô has been normalized and  

   ∑ )g dr]  ϕ]∗  �ϕ��?∞�∞ * w]%& = N g dr∞�∞  ϕ∗ (r , t) �ϕ∗(@,?)
�?                                                      (4.67)    

      

 Then using eqn. (4.79- 4.80) in eqn. (4.78), we get   

  g ∏ dp$w$%&∞�∞  
Dℏ�   ψw ∗ �õ÷

�?   = 
Dℏ�  N g dr∞�∞  ϕ∗ (r , t) 

�ϕ∗(@,?)
�?                                           (4.68) 

The second term is the complex conjugate of the first term. i. e. 

  g ∏ mkd7d%&∞�∞  
uℏ�  �7 

~õ
∗~�  =  
uℏ�  N g mk∞�∞  ô(k. �) 

~ö∗(³,�)~�                                                   (4.69) 

The third term is 

 

  
ℏ
�f g ∏ mkd7d%&∞�∞ ∑ ,7r%& |∇r ψr|2   = 

ℏ
�f ∑ ,7r%& (drE |∇rô(ku , �)|) L∏ g mkd ôd∗  ôd∞�∞7dvr W 

 

                                       =
ℏ
�fN g mk∞�∞ |∇rô(ku , �)|�                                              (4.70) 

The fourth term leads to  

g ∏ dr$7d%&∞�∞ ∑ V(kr , �)7r%& |ψ7|� =g mkV(k, �)∞�∞  |ô(k, �)|�                                                 (4.71) 

 The interaction term is  

 � = | � g ∏ mkd7d%&∞�∞ ∑ ,7r%&  ∑ ¢Lkr – kuW7uvr  |ψr|2    

  For concreteness N = 3:  
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  �& = ;∑ ,7r%&  ∑ ¢Lkr – kuW7uvr  = ¢Lk� – k&W + ¢Lk�– k&W + ¢Lr� – k�W 

 Then  

�& =; g mr&dr�dr�∞�∞ |ψ(r&)|2 |ψ(r&)|2 |ψ(r�)|2  �¢ … �  
     =3; g mp∞�∞ |ψ(p)|� 

Finally, in general the interaction term is  

� = | � N(� − 1) g mk∞�∞ |ô(k , �)|=                                                                                     (4.72) 

Substituting all these values in equation(4.77), we finally obtain  

L=  Ng mk�∞�∞ �uℏ�  )ô∗  ~ö~� − ô ~ö∗
~� *�  - ℏ

�f |∇ô|� - l(k)|ô(k, �)|� - 
| � N(� − 1) |ô(k , �)|= ] (4.73) 

You now that                   |ϕ(r, t)|�=  ϕ(r , t) ϕ∗(r, t) 

and the stationary condition with respect to ϕ∗  is 

 

                        
��
�ö∗  =0                                                                                                        (4.74) 

i.e. 

N��ℏ ~ö~� + ℏ
�f  ∇�ô(k, �)  − l(k)ô(k, �) − ; (� − 1)|ô(k, �)|�  ô(k, �)�  =0                     (4.75) 

Hence, we obtain  

  �ℏ ~ö(³,�)~�  = '− ℏ
�f  ∇� + l(k) +  ; (� − 1)|ô(k, �)|�  ( ô(k, �)                                          (4.76) 

The factor (N − 1) in the last term on the right hand side ensures that the interaction term will 

vanish when N = 1.  

 On the other hand, in actual BECs the number of atom N is at least 105 and due to this reason  

                                       N  ≫ 1 

This implies that 

                                       (N − 1) ≈ N                                                                                      (4.77) 

So we can replace the factor (N − 1) by N. The equation describing the dynamics evolution of 

the BECs can then be written as 

 

                 �ℏ ~ö(³,�)~�  = '− ℏ
�f  ∇� + l(k) +  ; �|ô(k, �)|�  ( ô(k, �)                                   (4.78) 

 We use scaling  
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          � (r , t) =√�ô (r , t)                                                                                                    (4.79)         

From eqn. (4.92)  

   ô (r , t) =
 �(p,�) √7                                                                                                                      (4.80) 

 To write the equation (4.91) in its conventional form substituting eqn. (4.93) in to eqn. (4.91) 

which is 

                  �ℏ ~�(³,�)~�  = '− ℏ
�f  ∇� + l(k) + ; |�(k, �)|�  ( �(k, �)                                      (4.81) 

This eqn.(4.81) is called the time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation also known as the 

time-dependent nonlinear Schrödinger equation and is used to describe the ground state as well 

as the excitations of the BEC at very low temperatures .The predictions that arise from this 

equation are in excellent agreement with experiments dealing with a  quasi-pure condensate. 

The complex function ψ  (r, t) in GP eqn. (4.81) is generally called the macroscopic wave 

function that characterizes the static and dynamic behavior of the condensate. 

This function can be expressed in terms of density 

        ρ(r, t) = | ψ (r, t)|2                                                                                                           (4.82) 

and phase θ(r, t) of the condensate as 

       ψ (r, t) = �ð  �u��                                                                                                              (4.83)  

The GP model owns two integrals of motion which represent respectively the total number of 

atoms N given as 

                                                          N =g |ψ(k, �)|� mk∞  �∞                                                   (4.84) 

and the energy of the state (4.49), the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (4.48) in the state, is 

given by 

             E = Ng mk�∞�∞ ℏ
�f |∇ô|� + l(k)|ô(k, �)|� + 

| � (� − 1) |ô(k )|= ]                           (4.85) 

In the interaction term,  7(7 � &)�  is the number of terms in the interaction energy, that is the 

number of ways of making pairs of bosons, times g mk;∞  �∞ |ô(k )|= the interaction energy of two 

particles in the state ô(k ). 

We begin by considering the uniform Bose gas. In a uniform system of volume V, the wave 

function of a particle in the ground state is )&́*¾, and therefore the interaction energy of a pair of 
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particles is  
|
´  . The energy of a state with N bosons all in the same state is this quantity 

multiplied by the number of possible ways of making pairs of bosons,  
7(7 �&)�  . 

In this approximation, the energy is 

Eur� = 
7(7 �&)�´ ;                                                                                                                    (4.86) 

  
You know that N ≫ 1 , it implies that � − 1 ≃ N. Due to this reason the above equation became  
 
                   

                                                     Eur� = 
7(7 )�´ ;  =  

7
�´ ;  = ́

ã
� ;                                         (4.87) 

 where ρ = 
7́
 .  

 
Put eqn. (4.80) in to eqn. (4.87) and using eqn. (4.77) ,the energy of the system  is given as  
 

                E = g �∞�∞  
ℏ
�f  |∇�|� + l|�|� +  &� ; |�|=] dr,                                                        (4.88) 

where the first term represents the kinetic energy while the second and third terms correspond to 

the potential energy and the interaction potential, respectively.  

The ground state of eqn. (4.81) can be easily obtained by using separation of variable method. 

Let   V(r, t) be independent of time, then we can write 

        V(r, t) = V(r, 0) ≡ V(r)  

  and putting                     

      |�(k, �)|� = ð                                                                                                                     (4.89) 

Now  ; |�(k, �)|� = ;ð                                                                                                          (4.90) 

Also, we write �(k, �)as   

  �(k, �)= ��(r) f (t)                                                                                                                (4.91) 

 ~�(³,�)~�  = 
~(�a(³)×(?))~�  

Then using partial derivates of product rule  

 ~�(³,�)~�  = ��(k)  
~Õ(�)~�  + �(�)  

~�(³)~�  = �(k)  
~Õ(�)~� ,                                                                 (4.92) 

Where 
~�(³)~�  =0.  Also   ∇� �(k, �)= ∇� ��(k) f (t) = f (t) ∇� ��(k)                                       (4.93) 

 Using eqn. (4.90-4.93) in eqn. (4.89), we have  

                  �ℏ��(k) ~Õ(�)~�  = '− ℏ
�f  �(�)∇���(k) + l(k)�(�)��(k) +  ;ð�(�)��(k)  (     (4.94) 

Dividing eqn. (4.94) throughout by  ��(k)�(�) . We get  
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        �ℏ 
&

Õ(�) ~Õ(�)~�  = − ℏ
�f �� &(³) ∇���(k) + l(k) + ;ð                                                         (4.95) 

 

In equation (4.95) left hand side is a function of t only and right hand side is a function is a 

function of r only. This is can be possible if and only if, each side of eqn. (4.95) is equal to a 

constant independent of r and t. 

Hence, we can write 

                                        �ℏ 
&Õ(�) ~Õ(�)~�  = − ℏ

�f 
&�(³) ∇���(k) + l(k) + ;ð = í�                    (4.96)         

where  í�  is a constant. 

So eqn. (4.96) gives us the following two equations shown below 

                                   �ℏ 
&Õ(�) ~Õ(�)~�  =  í�                                                                               (4.97) 

         and 

                         − ℏ
�f �� &(³) ∇���(k) + l(k) + ;ð = í�                                                       (4.98)     

Equation (4.97) can be written as  

                                      
&Õ(�) îÕ(�)î�  = 

 Üauℏ   

Or                                     
îÕ(�)Õ(�)   = (

 Üauℏ ) dt                                                                                 (4.99) 

Integrating eqn. (4.99), we get  

                                         g îÕ(�)Õ(�)   = g  Üauℏ dt 

                                 

                                    f(t)=  ��u( �aℏ )�                                                                                      (4.100) 

Then put eqn. (4.100) in to eqn. (4.92), the ground state of eqn. (4.81) can be easily obtained by 

expressing the condensate wave function i.e. 

                                   ψ(r, t)= ψ�(r) e�D( �aℏ )?                                                                       (4.101) 

Where ��(r) is a function normalized to the number of atoms 

 

          N = g|ψ�(r)|�mk     and  í� = 
�â 
�w   is the chemical potential 

Substitution of the above expression that is eqn. (4.101) into eqn. (4.81), then the calculation of 

the left and right hand side of eqn. (4.81), is straightforward: 
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  �ℏ ~�(³,�)~�  = �ℏ ~( õa(@) ÖÇ�( �aℏ )�)~�  = �ℏψ�(r) (-�) (  aℏ ) e�D( �aℏ )? =  μ�ψ�(r)e�D( �aℏ )?     and  

	− ℏ
�f  ∇� + l(k) + ; »ψ�e�D) �aℏ *?»�� ψ�e�D) �aℏ *?='− ℏ

�f  ∇� + l(k) +  ; |ψ�(r)|�( ψ�(r)e�D) �aℏ *? 
 

We thus have: 

   μ�ψ�(r)e�D( �aℏ )? = '− ℏ
�f  ∇� + l(k) +  ; |ψ�(r)|�( ψ�(r)e�D) �aℏ *?    

and rewrite  

         − ℏ
�f ∇� ψ�(r) +l(k)ψ�(r) +  ; |ψ�(r) |� ψ�(r) =  í� ψ�(r)                                      (4.102) 

 
Equation (4.102) is the time-independent Gross-Pitaevskii equation and also the Eigen value is 

the chemical potential, not the energy per particle as it is for the usual (linear) Schrödinger 

equation. For non-interacting particles all in the same state the chemical potential is equal to the 

energy per particle, but for interacting particles it is not. 

It has the form of a Schrödinger equation in which the potential acting on particles is the sum of 

the external potential V and a non-linear term ; |ψ�(r) |�  that takes into account the mean field 

produced by the other bosons. This is certainly one of the deepest achievements of condensed 

matter physics. 

We now consider eqn. (4.102) quantitatively. We shall determine the ground-state energy for a 

gas trapped in an anisotropic three-dimensional harmonic-oscillator potential V given by 

 

                                  V(x, y, z) = 
&� m ("��#�+ "$�%� +"&�'�)                                               (4.103) 

where the three oscillator frequencies "u  (i = x, y, z) are the trap frequencies along the coordinate 

axis respectively and may differ from each other . The shape of the condensate can be controlled 

by using suitable values of these confining frequencies. The symmetry of the problem is 

determined by the shape of the trap. If "u = "� = "$ ≈"& , the trap is isotropic (i.e. the same in 

all directions) and the BEC is almost spherical. 
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The time independent Gross–Pitaevskii equation (4.102) may be solved directly by numerical 

integration, but it is instructive to derive some analytical results. From this we calculate the 

energy using both variational methods and the Thomas–Fermi approximation 

 

4.2.1. Energy Using a Variational Calculation  

We begin with a variational calculation based on a Gaussian trial function. In the absence of 

interparticle interactions the lowest single-particle state has the familiar wave function, 

                                 ô�(r ) = 
&

� ¿À(>û>(>))¾ ��� �>û⁄  ��$ �>(!  ��& �>)⁄                                (4.104) 

where the oscillator lengths Uu (i = x, y, z) are given by a2
i= ℏf+�  . The density distribution 

    n(r ) = N ô�(r )2  is thus Gaussian.  

Interatomic interactions change the dimensions of the cloud, and we adopt as our trial function 

for  � the same form as (4.104), 

                                               �(r ) = √� ô0(r ) 

Then this implies that  

              �(r ) = 
7¾

� ¿À(,û,(,))¾ ��� �,û⁄  ��$ �,(!  ��& �,)⁄                                                     (4.105) 

where the lengths bi are variational parameters. The trial function satisfies the normalization 

condition (4.66).  

Let us write the energy functional: 

                      E = g d� rh - ℏ
�f  |∇�|� + l|�|� +  &� ; |�|=.                                                     (4.106) 

Substitution of (4.105) into (4.88), we obtain several terms. The calculation of the integrals in 

Eqn. (4.106) is straightforward: (see Appendix I in section C for more details)  

                       g [∞�∞  
ℏ
�f  |∇�(rh)|�]d�rh = 

�= �ℏ 
+�>�/�  

                               g (l|�|�)∞�∞ d�rh  = 
�= Nℏ +�/�>�  

                          g )&� ; |�|=*∞�∞ d�rh  =  
&� ; 

7
(��)¿/� ¿ 

We thus have the energy expression 
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ELb� , b1 , b2W = �= �ℏ 
+�>�
/�  + 

�= Nℏ+�/�>�  +  
&� ; 

7
(��)¿/� ¿

                                         (4.107) 

Or 

ELb� , b1 , b2W = � ∑ ℏ"Du  ) >�=/� + ,�=>� * + 
&� 

|7
(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W                                             (4.108) 

If we evaluate (4.108), putting the bi equal to their values ai in the absence of interaction, one 
finds 
 

                       E  ⋍  � ∑ ℏ+��u  +   
&� 

|7
(��)¿L>� >3 >4 W   = E& +  E�                       

  = � ∑ ℏ+��u   + 
7
�   M00|V|00R                                                                                (4.109) 

Where  

                   M00|6|00R = 
=�>ℏ

f  g  dp(|ϕ�(p)|=                                              (4.110) 

    is the interaction energy for two particles in the ground state of the oscillator.  

The result (4.109) is valid to first order in a, and it is a good approximation as long as the 

interaction energy per particle is small compared with the smallest of the zero-point energies  

ℏ+�� .  

If the magnitudes of the three oscillator frequencies are comparable ("D ~"� ), the ratio of the 

interaction energy to the zero-point energy of the oscillator is of order   
7>>89: , that is   

E�E&    =   
4�Uℏ(2�)32LUx Uy Uz W �2

©"� =  22�4& �!  2 �UU0<-4                                                                (4.111) 

Where a2
i  =  U0<-�   = ℏ f+D  which, is a dimensionless measure of the strength of the interaction. 

It gives the ratio of the interaction energy to the oscillator energy ℏ"u when the wave function is 

that for the particles in the ground state of the oscillator. 

 

The condition ) 7>>Ò=>*   ~1 marks the crossover between the perturbative regime and one where 

equilibrium is determined by competition between the interaction energy and the potential 

energy due to the trap. 
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With increasing positive effective interaction, the cloud expands, and the optimal wave function 

becomes more extended, corresponding to larger values of the lengths ?D. It is convenient to 

introduce dimensionless lengths βD defined   by 

      βD = 
/�>�                                                                                                                            (4.112) 

By substituting eqn. (4.112) in to eqn. (4.110),we obtain   

    E(Qu) = �ℏ"D ) &=V� + V�=  * + 
&� 

|7
(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W                                                               (4.113) 

Then minimizing E with respect to the variational parameters βD (i = x, y, z) 

i.e       
îâ(V�) îV�  = 0                                                                                                                     (4.114) 

Firstly, to derivate the kinetic energy part from eqn. (4.113) 

î(°.â(V�)) îV�  = � ℏ"D ) ��=V�¿* = - � ℏ"D ) &�V�¿ *                                                                    (4.115) 

Similarly, the derivate of the trapped potential part is 

î(`�AB(V�)) îV�  =  � ℏ"D )  �V�¾=  * = � ℏ"D )  V��  *                                                                           (4.116) 

And the interaction part is 

EDE?(Qu) =  
&� 

|7
(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W=  

&� 
|7

(��)¿ LUx Uy Uz W LV� V3 V 4 W =  
&� 

|7
(��)¿ )U3* (V� ) 

Then  

î(â�C�(V�)) îV�  = -  
&� 

|7
(��)¿ )U3* LV� W                                                                                               (4.117) 

Then by collecting eqn. (4.115-4.117), and putting in to eqn. (4.113) and eqn. (4.114), we obtain  

� ℏ"D ) �&�V�¿ + V��  * − 
&� 

|7
(��)¿)U3* LV� W = 0                                                                        (4.118) 

Then multiply both the right and left side of eqn. (4.118) by  
V�7  , it yield the following equation  

 
ℏ+��  )QD� −   & V� * − 

&� 
|7

(��)¿)U3* LV� V3 V 4 W = 0                                                                   (4.119) 

Here we have introduced the characteristic length 

U = é ℏf"i                                                                                                                                        (4.120) 

for an oscillator of frequency 

                                                      " = ("x"y"z)¾¿                                                                     (4.121) 
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the geometric mean of the oscillator frequencies for the three directions. In the general case we 

obtain the optimal parameters for the trial function by solving this set of coupled equations. Let 

us here, however, consider the simpler situation when the number of particles is sufficiently large 

that the interaction energy per particle is large compared with ℏ"u  for all "u . Then it is 

permissible to neglect the kinetic energy terms (proportional to 
&
V�  ) in eqn. (4.119). By solving 

for QD we find 

  QD =  )7>Ui *
& D!

 )��* ¾¾a )++�*
& �!

                                                                                                (4.122) 

Or  

bD =  )7>Ui *
& D!

 )��* ¾¾a )++�*
& �! Uu  =  )7>Ui *

& D!
 )��* ¾¾a )++�* U                                                       (4.123) 

and the energy per particle is given in this approximation by 

 
ï  7 = �ℏ+=  ¨)7>U *� D!  )��*¾E « +  

&� ℏ" )��*¾E  )w>U *E = 54 )��*¾E )7>> *� D!
 ℏ"                      (4.124)         

According to the variational estimate (4.124) the energy per particle is proportional to �E in the 

limit when the kinetic energy is neglected, and is of order  )�UU *2 5!
  times greater than the energy 

in the absence of interactions. 

 

The critical particle number is found from the condition that the first and second derivatives of ë �! with respect to Q are both equal to zero, which gives (see Appendix. E for more details) 

              

                                          
w>|U| >Ò=>  =F 0.67 �� w>U >Ò=>  ≥ 0 

−0.67 ��  w>U >Ò=>  < 0Ä 
 

4.2.2. Energy Using the Thomas–Fermi Approximation 

 

A better approximation for the condensate wave function for large numbers of atoms may be 

obtained by solving the Gross– Pitaevskii equation, neglecting the kinetic energy term from the 

start. Thus from eqn. (4.115) one finds 
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μ ψ(r )=  �V (p) + g|ψ(p)|�� �(p) ,                                                                                   (4.125) 

where μ is the chemical potential. This has the solution 

n(r ) = |�(r )|2 = 
Ü � ´ (p)|  

   |�(r)|2 = 
Ü    |  −  

f+³
�|                                                                                                       (4.126) 

in the region where the right-hand side is positive and  � = 0 otherwise. We note that as k� → ∞ 

the density will become negative, which is non-physical, so we abbreviate this beyond the 

 n(x)= 0 boundary. The boundary of the cloud is therefore given by 

   V (r ) = μ.                                                                              (4.127) 

The physical content of this approximation is that the energy to add a particle at any point in the 

cloud is the same everywhere. This energy is given by the sum of the external potential V (r ) and 

an interaction contribution n(r ); which is the chemical potential of a uniform gas having a 

density equal to the local density n(r ).  

Therefore, we can neglect the kinetic energy of eqn. (4.85) to find a solution for the wave 

function and also we show here that the approximate methods give good quantitative results for 

the ground state of these gases. 

�=   éÜ| )1 − ³
J*                                                                                                                  (4.128) 

where R is the Thomas-Fermi radius of the condensate. 

In the Thomas–Fermi approximation the extension of the cloud in the three directions is given by 

the three semi-axes Ku obtained by inserting (4.103) into (4.127), 

   μ=   
&� m ("��#�+ "$�%� + "&�'�)   = 

&� m ("u�RD�) 

This implies that 

                 RD� = 
�Üf+�  ,                i= x, y, z.                      (4.129) 

The lengths Ri may be evaluated in terms of trap parameters once the chemical potential has been 

determined. 

In general this means that � = 0 for any distance r from the origin larger than R so that in the 

Thomas-Fermi approximation R is really the radius of the BEC. The normalization condition for � is 

g | � | �J�  dr = N                                                                                                              (4.130) 
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The calculation of integral in eqn. (4.130),  

� = g | � | �J�  dr =  g 4�k�| � | �J �  dr                                                                               (4.131) 

 Substituting eqn. (4.126) in to eqn. (4.131), we then obtain 

   � =  g 4�k�J � ¨Ü| )1 − ³
J*« dr                                                                                           (4.132) 

Then the calculation of integral is gives 

 N= 
M�J¿Ü&D|                                                                                                          (4.133)                                                                          

Substituting eqn. (4.129) in to eqn. (4.131), The normalization condition on �, yields a relation 

between the chemical potential μ and the total number of particles N. For a harmonic trap with a 

potential given by eqn. (4.127) one finds 

                                             N=  
M�&D ) �Üf+  *¿ 

Ü|                                                                     (4.134) 

as may be seen by scaling each spatial coordinate by 2 �Üf+�4¾
 and integrating over the interior of 

the unit sphere. 
 
Solving eqn. (4.134) for μ we obtain the following relation 
  

&D|7
M�  =  

�¿Ü¿
f¿+¿ í                                                                                                                    (4.135)  

 

íE = 
&D7f¿+¿|
M� (�¿)  =  )&D� * (�U) ¨f¿

�¿ « )ℏ
f*"�                                                                        (4.136) 

 
 
 Then 

í = )&D� *E (�U)E ¨f¿E
�¿E « ¨ ℏÀE

fE«"NE =  ̈
&DE� « (�U)E ℏ" )f+ ℏ *¾E

 

Or   

í = 
(&D)E�  )7> > *E ℏ"                                                                                                                 (4.137) 

            Where  )f+ ℏ *¾E
 = )&>*E 

Therefore eqn. (4.137), yields a relation between the chemical potential μ and  ℏ". 
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The quantity K =LK�K$ K&)W¾¿ is a convenient measure of the spatial extent of the cloud. By 

combining eqn. (4.214) and eqn. (4.137),   

K�
 = 

�f+  ̈ (&D)E�  )7> > *E  ℏ"« = 
(&D)Ef+  )7> > *E ℏ                                                                                                          

Or  

K = (15)¾E )7> > *¾E ) ℏf+*¾                                                                                                         (4.138) 

Then using eqn. (4.137) in eqn. (4.138), we obtain  

K = (15)¾E )7> > *¾E U ≈1.719 )7> > *¾E U                                                                                      (4.139) 

which implies that K  is somewhat greater than U under typical experimental conditions.  

Since 

            μ = 
~ï~7             ⇒ dE = μ dN                                                                              (4.140)  

Integrating eqn. (4.140) both side  

 

      E=g ídN                                                                                                         (4.141) 

Using eqn. (4.137) in eqn. (4.141) 

E = 
(&D)E�  )> >*E ℏ" g(�)EdN = 

DO N¨(&D)E�  )7> > *E ℏ"«                                                            (4.142)                               

So   í ∝ (�)E  and   according to eqn. (4.137) the energy per particle is 
 

                          
ï7 = 

DO í                                                                                                          (4.143) 

This is the exact result for the leading contribution to the energy at large N, and it is smaller than 

the variational estimate eqn. (4.124) (Pethick and Smith, 2002) by a numerical factor 
(�8���)¾EO  ≈ 

0.92. The central density of the cloud is n(0) =  ɡ   within the Thomas–Fermi approximation. This 

result important when calculating the effect of interactions on properties of clouds at non-zero 

temperature. Therefore the Thomas–Fermi approximation gives an excellent account of the gross 

properties of clouds when 
7> >  is large compared with unity. However, in a number of important 

problems of physical interest, the kinetic energy plays a crucial role. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

In this work, we have developed a quantum theory of a weakly interacting, dilute Bose gas. For 

this purpose, the mathematical techniques of second quantization have been employed. In 

particular, we derive the expression for the Hamiltonian of a weakly interacting system of 

bosons, in the momentum from general representation. The Hamiltonian of the system, written in 

the momentum representation has been diagonalizd with chemical potential. Beginning with 

many-body Hamiltonian and the variational approach to drive the Gross Pitaevskii equation that 

describes the ground state as well as the excitations of the BEC. Following that, we discusses the 

ground state of atomic clouds in a harmonic-oscillator potential and also we compare the results 

obtained by variational methods with those derived in the Thomas–Fermi approximation, in 

which the kinetic energy operator is neglected in the Gross–Pitaevskii equation. From this we 

conclude that the Thomas–Fermi approximation fails near the surface of a cloud and the general 

Variational form is valid for wide range of particle numbers 

From the results of the work, it can be concluded that the method of second quantization is a 

very powerful and useful theoretical technique to understand the detailed and the correct nature 

of fields corresponding to Bose-condensed and greatly simplifies the discussion of many 

interacting particles and in its formalism a quantum mechanical basis is used that describes the 

number of particles occupying each state in a complete set of single particle state. 

We consider atomic interactions, which play a crucial role in evaporative cooling and also 

determine many properties of the condensed state. At low energies, interactions between 

particles are characterized by the scattering length a. Almost all parameters of the condensates 

can be controlled at will including the interaction strength between the particles. Since the 

scattering length directly affects the mean field interaction between the atoms, this offers a 

possibility to investigate macroscopic quantum phenomena associated with BEC by observing 

the evolution of a Bose condensed. In BECs those quantum effects are greatly enhanced because 

of its very low temperatures, and therefore condensates allow for direct studies of quantum 

phenomena. Finally, at a sufficiently low temperature, the quantum effects that cause Bose-

Einstein condensation are the indistinguishability of particles, the discrete nature of the energy of 

each particle, and that several particles are allowed to be in the same state. The first two are a 

consequence of the wave nature of atoms; the third is only true for bosons. 
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APPENDIXCES 
 

Appendix I 

A. Fourier Transform and Laplacian Operator 

For the finite interval you have to specify the boundary conditions in order to determine the 

particular basis that you’re going to use. So by definition, if a function of momentum is  fb and 

its Fourier transform of f(r) is 

 

ÊËÌ
ËÍ�· = � mk��u·∙³f(r)      URm

f(r) = 1l� K �··
�u·∙³

ÏËÐ
ËÑ                                                                                                       (A. 1) 

The Laplacian operator  ∇� , which enters into the three-dimensional Gross–Pitaevskii equation, 

is defined in rectangular coordinates as  

          ∇zzh = i ~  ~� + T ~~$ + ¯ ~~&                                                             (A.2) 

But  

                                  ∇zzh ∙ ∇zzh = ∇� =)i ~  ~� + T ~~$ + ¯ ~~& * )i ~  ~� + T ~~$ + ¯ ~~& * 

Therefore  

∇� = 
~

~� + 
~

~$+ 
~

~&                                                        (A.3) 

 

Now by considering a case in which the Laplacian operators on a function � = �(p), we shall 

obtain this expression from the expression  
 ∇�� = 

~�~�  + 
~�~$+ 

~�~&                                             (A.4) 

Which is the Laplacian in rectangular coordinates of eqn. (A.3), operators on�(p). 

 
B. Hamiltonian Calculation in Momentum representation  

In this appendix we outline the procedure used to obtain the Hamiltonian in momentum 

representation of trapped and interacting of many-particle system in eqn. (4.16). We shall use the 

Fourier transform of ϕ(k) in eqn. (4.10) because the second integral is actually the Fourier 

transform of l�³>(k): l�(k − k′). 



 

 

II 

So by using eqn. (A.1) into eqn. (4.10), we get 
&
á gmk l�(k) e�D($′�$)∙@  = &́

a  l�(k − k′)                                                                                     (B.1) 

The second quantized Hamiltonian for a single particle is 

�I& =   ∑$  ∑ X¯[ h&[¯ ′\d′ U$ϯ Ud′                                                                                            

      =   ∑$ )ℏd
�f * U$ϯU$  + &

á
 ∑$  ∑ l�³>(k − k′)d′ U$ϯUd′                                                           (B.2) 

From eqn.(B.2) the potential term can also be written as 

  
&
á
 ∑$  ∑ l�³>(k − k′)d′ U$ϯ Ud′ = &

á
∑ l�³>(q)· U$′cbϯ U$�b                                                       (B.3) 

Where q= k − k′ 
We can rewrite eqn.(B.3) as 

�I& = ∑$ )ℏd
�f * U$ϯ U$  + &

á
∑ l�(q)· U$′cbϯ U$�b                                                                  (B.4) 

The matrix element of the two body potential is given by  

ļ ¸µVµV= ¹α′α» V»QQ′¼ ⇒ Xk&,k�[ V(k1 − r2)[¯�, ¯=\ 
Where k&and r� are position vector of the two particles.     

We use eqn. (3.2), the interaction of the two bodies Hamiltonian is  

�I� = &
� ∑ Xk1,k2[ l(k& − r�)[¯3, ¯4\$¾,$,$¿,$À, Ud¾

ϯ Ud
ϯ Ud¿UdÀ                                                         (B.5)               

We can write l(k1 − r2) in terms of its Fourier transform l· as follows: 

l(k& − r�) = 1
l0

K l·�u·∙(³¾�@)
·

                                                                                                        (B. 6) 

Now  Xk&,k�[ V(r& − r�)[¯�, ¯=\ = ϕd¿(r&) ôdÀ(r�) V(r& − r�) Lôd¾(r&)W∗
 Lôd(r�)W∗

 

                                                            =   
&

l02 g mk& g mk� l(k& − r�)�u(d¿@¾�$¾@¾)�u(dÀ@�$@)                    (B. 7) 

                                                            = 
&

l02 g mk& g mk� l(k& − r�)�u(d¿@¾�$¾@¾cdÀ@�$@) 

                                                              = 
&

l02 g mk& g mk� l(k& − r�)�u(�d¾@¾�$@cd¿@¾c$À@) 

Then we work out eqn. (B.7) in the form of  

    Xk&,k�[ V(r& − r�)[¯�, ¯=\  = 
&

l02 g mk& g mr�
&

l0
∑ l·�u·∙(³¾�@)· �(u(d¿�$¾)@¾)�(u(dÀ�$)@  ) 

                                                      = 
&

l03 g mk& g mr� ∑ l·�u(·³¾�·@)· �u(Ld¿�$¾)@¾c($À –$W@)            (B.8) 
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Then put eqn.(B.6) in to eqn. (B.8),we get 

Xk&,k�[ V(r − r®)[¯�, ¯=\ = 
&l03 g mk& g mr� ∑ l·�u (d¿�$¾cb)@¾·  �u(dÀ�$�b)∙@ 

Then 

             =  
&́
a¿ ∑ l·· g �u (d¿�$¾cb)∙@¾mk& g �u(dÀ�$�b)∙@mr�                                                      (B.9) 

Using the normalization of the momentum and the orthonormality condition (by putting eqn.(4.2) 

in to eqn.(4.3)), we get  

g &� á ��ud′∙³ &� á �ud∙³mk =      &́
a  g ��ud′∙³�ud∙³mk = ¢dd′  

     

             g ��ud′∙³�ud∙³mk = l�¢dd′                                                                                        (B.10)                                                                                        

In the same way  

            g �u(d¿�$¾cb)∙³m k = l�¢$¿,$¾cb                                                                                  (B.11)                           

and 

   g �u(dÀ�$�b)∙³′mk ′ = l�¢$À,$�b                                                                                          (B.12)                        

Using eqn.(B.9),(B.11) and eqn.(B.13) into eqn.(B.8), we  have 

Xk&,k�[ V(r − r′)[¯�, ¯=\ = 
&́
a¿ ∑ l·· (l�¢$¿,$¾cb)( l�¢$À,$�b) 

                               = 
&́
a ∑ l·· (¢$¿,$¾cb)( ¢$À,$�b)                                                                (B.13) 

Then the interaction potential of Hamiltonian  

�I� = 12l� K l··
K (¢$¿,$¾cb)( ¢$À,$�b)

$¾,$,$¿,$À,
Ud¾ϯ Udϯ Ud¿UdÀ 

This equation implies that 

                       �I� = &� á ∑ l·b,$¿,$À, Ud¿�·ϯ UdÀc·ϯ Ud¿UdÀ                                                           (B.14) 

Where ̄ � = ¯& + Â and ̄ = = ¯� − Â 

Finally Substituting eqn. (B.4) and eqn. (B.14) into eqn. (4.1), we find that Hamiltonian in 

momentum representation is given by 

�I = ∑$ )ℏd
�f * U$ϯ U$  + &́

a ∑ l�³>(q)· U$cbϯ U$�b + |� á ∑b,$¿,$ÀUd¿�·ϯ UdÀc·ϯ Ud¿UdÀ              (B.15) 

  

C. Derivation of the Energy Using a Variational calculation 
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In this Appendix we show in detail the derivation of the variational calculation from the 

Gaussian trial function. We describe our system in the absence of interparticle interactions the 

lowest single-particle state has the familiar wave function, 

                                 ô�(r ) = 
&

� ¿À(>û>(>))¾ ��� �>û⁄  ��$ �>(!  ��& �>)⁄                                (C.1) 

where the oscillator lengths Uu (i = x, y, z) are given by a2
i= ℏf+�  . The density distribution 

    n(r ) = N ô�(r )2  is thus Gaussian.  

Interatomic interactions change the dimensions of the cloud, and we adopt as our trial function 

for  � the same form as (C.1), 

                                               �(r ) = √� ô0(r ) 

Then this implies that  

              �(r ) = 
7¾

� ¿À(,û,(,))¾ ��� �,û⁄  ��$ �,(!  ��& �,)⁄                                                     (C.2) 

where the lengths bi are variational parameters. The trial function satisfies the normalization 

condition (4.79).  

Substitution of (C.2) into (4.88) , we obtain several terms. Using this, the first term is 

  Ud.ï = g [∞�∞  
ℏ
�f  |∇�(p)|� dr = 

ℏ
�f g |∇�(p)|�∞�∞  dr                                            (C.3) 

 From this  

        |∇�(p)|� = ∇zzh�(p). ∇zzh�(p)                                                                                  (C.4) 

and also you know that  

         ∇zzh = i ~  ~� + T ~~$ + ¯ ~~&                                                                                          (C.5) 

By putting eqn. (C.5) in to eqn. (C.4) and by using eqn. (A.2 - A.4), we have  

 

[∇zzh�(p)[�
 = (i ~�  ~� + T ~�~$ + ¯ ~�~&). (i ~�  ~� + T ~�~$ + ¯ ~�~&) 

= (~�  ~� )� + (~�  ~$ )� + (~�  ~& )�                                                                                   (C.6)              

and from  eqn.(4.106) 

                  U&  = g dpV�V  = g  d�rh V�V =g dτ V�V  
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where  dX stands for the element of volume and  ΔX = Δx Δy Δz . 

Then we can also write the integral as  

                  U&   = g g g m# m% m'V�VV�VV�V                                                                           (C.7) 

where we have written out the element of volume explicitly as the product of the three coordinate 

differentials. 

Using (C.5) and (C.7) in (C.3) we have, 

                 Ud.ï = ℏ
�f  g m# g m% g  V�V  V�V Y)~�  ~� *�  +  )~�  ~$ *�  +  )~�  ~& *�Z∞�∞   dz                        (C.8) 

 

Now from Gaussian trial function of interatomic interactions: 

      
~�  ~�  = 

7¾
� ¿À(,û,(,))¾  ��$ �,(!  ��& �,)⁄  

~(ÔÇû [û! )  ~�  

            = 
��7¾

� ¿À(,û,(,))¾,û ��� �,û⁄  ��$ �,(!  ��& �,)⁄  

Then  )~�  ~� *�
 =  

�7
� ¿(,û,(,))¾,ûÀ ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄                                             (C.9) 

Similarly, it follows that,  

 

            )~�  ~$ *�
 =  

$7
� ¿(,û,(,))¾,(À ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄  ,                                              (C.10) 

and 

            )~�  ~& *�
 =  

&7
� ¿(,û,(,)),)À ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄                                                   (C.11) 

Using eqn. (C.9), (C.10) and (C.11) in (C.8), we then get 

Ud.ï =  ℏ
�f g m# g m% g 7

� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄ ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V   V�V Y �
/�À + 1

/3À + 2
/4À Z∞�∞ dz (C.12) 

From eqn. (C.12), the last integral is given by 

U& = ℏ
�f  g m# g m% g   7

� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V   V�V ' �
/�À  (∞�∞  dz                    (C.13) 

U� = ℏ
�f  g m# g m% g   7

� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V   V�V Y 1
/3À  Z∞�∞  dz   and            (C.14) 
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I� = ℏ
�f  g m# g m% g   7

� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V   V�V ' 2
/4À  (∞�∞  dz                     (C.15) 

So eqn. (C.13), become  

                Ud.ï = U& +  U� + U�                                                                                                 (C.16) 

Then  

            U& = ℏ
�f  g m# g �

/�À  m% 7
� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(! g  ��& ,)⁄V�V   V�V∞�∞ dz               (C.17) 

Then, from eqn. (C.17) 

          U&& =  g  ��& ,)⁄V�V dz                                                                                                  (C.18) 

And from definite integral of Gaussian function if the Gaussian function is even, so it is 

symmetric about the given axis; so it holds: 

            U&& =  g  ��& ,)⁄V�V dz   =  2 g  ��& ,)⁄V� dz                                                            (C.19) 

In eqn. (C.19), we have used the property of the gamma function, then the relation of the 

Gaussian function integral to the Gamma function comes from a simple integral substitution: 

Putting, t= 
2
/4 ⇒ z = b2√� 

       

                so that                         dz = 
/4�  �Ç¾ dt 

Then eqn. (C.19), became 

      2 g  ��& ,)⁄V� dz  = 2 
/4�  g �Ç¾  ���V� dt    

                                     =  b2 g �Ç¾  ���V� dt    
                                          =  b2 � )−12 + 1*        or 

                                   =  b2 � )12* 

Therefore, using eqn.(3.23)  

           I&2 = b2√�                                                                                                                              (C.20) 

Then  

U& = ℏ
�f  g m# g �

/�À b2√�   7
� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(! m%  V�V∞�∞  
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  = ℏ
�f  g m# �

/�À b2√�   7
� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄ g  ��$ ,(! m%  V�V∞�∞                                     (C.21) 

Similarly 

 I&1 = g  ��$ ,(! m%  V�V =2 g  ��$ ,(! m%  V�  

 Then                 

          I&1 = b1√�                                                                                                                   (C.22) 

And also putting eqn.(C.22) in (C.21)  

         I& = ℏ
�f  g  �

/�À √� b1√�  7
� ¿(,û,()  ��� ,û⁄ m#∞�∞                                                             (C.23) 

             = ℏ
�f  �/�E   7

� ¿ g  x� ��� ,û⁄ m#∞�∞  

Now 

I&�= g  x� ��� ,û⁄ m#∞�∞   = 2 g  x� ��� ,û⁄ m#∞�  

  Putting, t= 
�
/�  ⇒   x = b�√� 

So that dx = 
/��  �Ç¾ dt .Then, we have, 

I&� =  2 g x�V�  ��� ,û⁄ dx   = b�� g t¾V�V  ���dt      Or  

 = b�� � )��* = bx3 &� � )&�* = bx3 √��                                                                                                                                

Substituting the above Equation in eqn. (C.22), we get 

I&=   ℏ
�f  �/�E   7

� ¿  b��  √�2   =   ℏ
=f  w/�                                    and  

                       ℏ = ©"�U��
                                                                                                                                                     (C.24) 

Using eqn. (C.24) in to  I&, we obtain 

        I& =  
7ℏ+û=  (>�

/�)                                                                                                              (C.25) 

Similarly, eqn. (C.14) become 

U� = ℏ
�f  g m# g m% g   7

� ¿(,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V   V�V Y 1
/3À  Z∞�∞  dy 

                  = 
7ℏ+(=  (>3

/3)                                                                                                                      (C.26)                                                                                                               

and also eqn.(C.25) is 
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                   U� =   
7ℏ+)=  (>4

/4)                                                                                                  (C.27)                        

Then Substituting  U& , U�URm  U� �R Eqn. (C.16), we have 

 Ud.ï = &= �ℏ Y +û>3
/�  + +(>3

/3  + +)>4
/4  Z                                                                                   (C.28) 

The second term from eqn. (106)  

  Ù �AB= g [∞�∞ l|�|�dr  = g m# g m% g [ l(#,%, ')�� �V�V  V�V∞�∞ dz                                              (C.29) 

From eqn. (C.2)  

                   �(p)�=  
7

� ¿ (,û,(,)) ��� �,û⁄  ��$ �,(!  ��& �,)⁄                                              (C.30) 

Then Substituting eqn. (4.103) and eqn.(C.30) in to  eqn.(C.29) , we obtain several terms. 

 g m# g m% g &�  m ("��#� + "$�%� + "&�'�)V�V 7
� ¿ (,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄ ��$ ,(! ��& ,)⁄V�V∞�∞ dz (C.31)    

Using the notation ]^ eqn. (C.31) become 

                                        U`�AB= U= + UD  + U8                                                                           (C.32) 

Where 

 U==g m# g m% g &�  m ("��#�)V�V 7
� ¿ (,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V∞�∞ dz                     (C.33) 

UD = g m# g m% g &�  m ("$�%�)V�V 7
� ¿ (,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V∞�∞ dz                    (C.34) 

  and 

U8 = g m# g m% g &�  m ("&�'�)V�V 7
� ¿ (,û,(,))  ��� ,û⁄  ��$ ,(!  ��& ,)⁄V�V∞�∞ dz                 (C.35) 

Then from the above eqn. (C.33) 

                        U=&= g ��& ,)⁄V�V dz 
Using the definition of Gamma function and depending on eqn. (C.18)  

                            U=&= g   ��& ,)⁄ m'∞�∞   = 2 g   ��& ,)⁄ m'∞�                                                  (C.36) 

 Depending on eqn.(C.18-C.20), equation (C.36)become  U=& = b2√�                                                                                        (C.37) 

Then, put eqn. (C.37), in to eqn. (C.33), we obtain 
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U== 
&�  m ("��) 7√�

� ¿ (,û,()  g m# #���� ,û⁄ g   ��$ ,(!  m%V �V∞�∞                                (C.38) 

Then from the above equation, similarly 

   U=$=g ��$ ,(!V�V dy = b1√�                                                                                                       (C.39) 

Using eqn. (C.39) in eqn. (C.38), we have  

U== 
&�  m ("��) 7�

� ¿ (,û)  g  #���� ,û⁄ m#∞�∞                                                       (C.40) 

Now, let  

                    U=&= g  #���� ,û⁄ m#∞�∞                                                                                     (C.41) 

Then similarly using eqn. (C.18), we have 

                               U=&= g  #���� ,û⁄ m#∞�∞  = 2 g  #���� ,û⁄ m#∞�  

                                     = b��  √�2  

Then equation (C.40), become 

                                              U==  m ("��) 7/�¿
=                                                                     (C.42)  

                                                                and    

                                            ©"D  = 
ℏ>�                                                                                                                         (C.43) 

Then using eqn. (C.43) in eqn.(C.42),we have 

                   U==  Nℏ"�  /�¿
=>�        

Similarly UD=  Nℏ"1  /3¿
=>�        and    U8=  Nℏ"2  /4¿

=>�                                                              (C.44) 

Substituting all these values in eqn. (C.32), we then get  

           Ù �AB= Nℏ"� /�¿
=>�  + Nℏ"1 /3¿

=>�  + Nℏ"2 /4¿
=>�                                                              (C.45) 

Or 

          = Nℏ("� /�¿
=>�  + "1 /3¿

=>�  + "2 /4¿
=>� ) 

Lastly, the interaction energy of the system 

   Uur� = g [∞�∞  &� ; |�|=] dr  = 
&� ; g m# g m% g  (|�|=)V�VV�V∞�∞ m'                                 (C.46) 

Then from eqn. (C.2) 
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                                  �(p)==  
7

�¿(/�/3/4) ���� ,û⁄  ���$ ,(!  ���& ,)⁄                           (C.48) 

So eqn. (C.46), become  

Uur� = 
&� ; 

7
�¿(/�/3/4)  g  ���� ,û⁄ m# g ���$ ,(! m% g  ���& ,)⁄V�VV�V∞�∞ m'                (C.49) 

Then eqn.(C.48),let 

                         U&ur=  g  ���& ,)⁄V�V dz = 2 g  ���& ,)⁄V� dz 
So, Putting, t = 

�2
/4 ⇒  z =  

/4√�√�   so that dz = 
/4�√� �Ç¾ dt 

Then, we have, 

               U(ur�)&  =2 g  ���& ,)⁄V� dz 
                          = 

/4√� g t¾V�  ���dt    =   
&√�  b2 √�                                                                     

Similarly 

                U(ur�)$= 
&√� b1 √�   and                  U(ur�)�= 

&√�  b� √�                                                                                                              

Substituting all the above Equation in to eqn. (C.48), we obtain  

Uur�= 
&� ; 

7
(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W                                                                                                    (C.49) 

Substitution all eqn. (C.28), eqn. (C.45) and eqn. (C.49) in to eqn. (C.44) yields the energy 

expression 

ELb� , b1 , b2W = &= �ℏ Y +û>�
/�  + +(>3

/3  + +)>4
/4  Z+ 

&= Nℏ 2"� /�¿
>û  +  "1 /3¿

>(  +  "2 /4¿
>) 4     

                 +  
&� ; 

7
(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W                                                                                             (C.50) 

If  
+û>�
/� = +(>3

/3 = +)>4
/4  and  

+û,�
>� = +(,3

>3 = +),4
>4  , this implies that eqn. (C.50),become  

ELb� , b1 , b2W = �= �ℏ 
+�>�/�  + 

�= Nℏ+�/�>�  +  
&� ; 

7
(��)¿/� ¿                                         (C.51) 

Or 

ELb� , b1 , b2W = � ∑ ℏ"Du  ) >�=/� + ,�=>� * + 
&� 

|7
(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W                                             (C.52) 

If we evaluate (C.52), putting the bi equal to their values ai in the absence of interaction, one 
finds 
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                  E  ⋍  � ∑ ℏ+��u  +   
&� 

|7
(��)¿L>� >3 >4 W                                      

  = � ∑ ℏ+��u   + 
7
�   M00|V|00R                                                                                (C.53.) 

Where  

                   M00|6|00R = 
=�>ℏ

f  g  dp(|ϕ�(p)|=                                              (C.54) 

    is the interaction energy for two particles in the ground state of the oscillator. 

 

D. The Variational Estimate of the Energy Per particle 

 

Now by neglecting the kinetic energy terms, from eqn.(C.52) became  

 

E = �ℏ"D )�V�=  * +  
|7

�(��)¿L/� /3 /4 W                                                                                        (D.1)            

where the first term in the right hand side of eqn.(D.1) originates from the  interaction of 

particles with the external harmonic potential, and the second term from the interparticle 

interaction. 

ï7= ℏ"D )�V�=  * +  
|7

�(��)¿(/�)¿                                                                                                   (D.2) 

To simplify eqn.(D.2) , let  

                        Χ=
|7

(��)¿                                                                                                            (D.3) 

Then eqn. (D.2), become  

                   ℏ"D )�V�=  * +  
`�(/�)¿ =  

�ℏ+�/�Ec�`Ui =Ui /�¿                                                                    (D.4) 

From eqn. (D.4), the first term in the right hand side is 

�ℏ+�/�E=Ui /�¿ = 
�ℏ+�/�=Ui                                                                                                                       (D.5) 

Substituting eqn.(4.123) in to eqn. (D.5),we then obtain  

    
�ℏ+�/�=Ui   = 

�ℏ+�=  ¨)7>Ui *
� D!  )��*¾E  )++�*� ) UUi *�«  = 

�ℏ+=  ¨)7>U *� D!  )��*¾E  ++� ) UUi *�« 

            Or  
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               = 
�ℏ+=  ¨)7>Ui *

� D!  )��*¾E «                                                                                               (D.6) 

Again, the second term in the right hand side from eqn. (D.4) is 

  
�`Ui =Ui /�¿ = 

�Ui =Ui /�¿ ¨ |7
(��)¿« = 

�=/�¿ ¨ |7
(��)¿«                                                                              (D.7) 

Then  

      
�=/�¿ ¨ |7

(��)¿« = �=/�¿ ¨=�>7ℏ
(��)¿�«  = 

�ℏ)a*¾E (w>)) ℏb*
=/�¿                                                                (D.8)                                   

  

Now from eqn. (D.7), we have 

�ℏ)a*¾ (w>)) ℏb*
=/�¿  = 

�ℏ)a*¾ (w>))U+*
=/�¿   = 

�ℏ+)a*¾ )÷cU *)U¿*
=/�¿                                                                 (D.9) 

Where  
ℏ� = U�" 

Then Substituting eqn.(4.123) in to eqn. (D.9),we then obtain  

�ℏ+)a*¾ )÷cU *)U¿*
=/�¿  = 

ℏ+)a*¾ )÷cU *)U¿*
�  × 

&
2
cUi 4¿ E!  )a* ¿¾a  2ee�4

¿U¿  

                          =
&� ℏ" )��*¾E  )w>U *E × )+�+*�

 

But  "u = " = "� = "$ ≈"&, because the trap is isotropic harmonic trap. Therefore  

�ℏ+)a*¾ )÷cU *)U¿*
=/�¿  = 

&� ℏ" )��*¾E  )w>U *E                                                                                        (D.10) 

Using eqn.(D.5) and eqn. (D.10), in to eqn. (D.2),we then obtain 

ï 7= 
�ℏ+=  ¨)7>U *� D!  )��*¾E «    +  

&� ℏ" )��*¾E  )w>U *E                                                                      (D.11) 

and the energy per particle is given in this approximation by 

 
ï  7 = 

D= )��*¾E )7>> *� D!
 ℏ"                                                                                       (D.12)                                                       

According to the variational estimate (D.12) the energy per particle is proportional to �E in the  
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limit when the kinetic energy is neglected, and is of order  )�UU *2 5!
  times greater than the energy 

in the absence of interactions. 

  

E. Critical Value of the Dimensionless Parameter 

We now turn to a dimensionless energy f = 
ï7ℏ+ and dimensionless size QD = 

/�>�, where a2
i  = ℏ f+D 

  is the harmonic oscillator length . In terms of ε and QD equation (C.51) rewrite: 

 

                         ε = ) �=V� + �V�=  * −  
g √��LV�¿W                                                                         (E.1) 

Here we also took into account that |g| = 
=πℏ|U| f  and introduced the parameter  

                        α =  
w|U| >Ò=>                                                                                                          (E.2) 

In appendix Fig.3 we illustrate for an isotropic oscillator the dependence of   ï7    on the 

variational parameter b (= bx = by = bz) for different values of the dimensionless parameter   
7>>Ò=> . 

We have included examples of attractive interactions, corresponding to negative values of the 

scattering length a. As shown in the figure, a local minimum exists for negative a provided N is 

less than some value Nc, but for larger values of N the cloud will collapse. 

Let us now found a critical value of α at which the minimum and maximum disappear, that is the 

value of α at the border of stability, and also the critical particle number is found from the 

condition that the first and second derivatives of eqn.(E.1) with respect to Q are both equal to 

zero, which is  

îhîV =  
���V�¿ + �V�  +  

�g √��LV�ÀW = 0                                                                                           (E.3) 

 For the minimum one has the second derivative 
îhîV  > 0 and for the maximum 

îhîV   < 0. 

Depending on the mathematics approach, as the graph passes through the point of infection 

 
îhîV= 0 at given point. But the inverse does not hold true. 
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So getting shallower the local minimum and maximum approach each other with increasing α. 

They come together and become a saddle point (see appendix Fig.4.3) when α is such that at 

their location one has 

îhîV = 
i�V�À + �� −  

&�g √��LV�EW =0                                                                                                  (E.4) 

Then multiplying eqn. (E.4) by Q, we have  

i�V�¿ + �V�  −  
&�g √��LV�ÀW = 0                                                                                                           (E.5) 

Using simultaneous equation property and subtracting it from eqn. (E.4) we obtain a relation 

between Q and α at the critical point: 

                  
&��V�¿ − �g√��LV�ÀW − &�g √��LV�ÀW = &��V�¿ − &Dg√��LV�ÀW = 0 

Then  

Qè =)D�* 
g√��                                                                                                                                (E.6) 

Then from eqn. (E.4), we get the critical value of α 

αè = √���   LQè − QèDW                                                                                                              (E.7) 

By putting eqn. (E.6), in to eqn. (E.7), we obtain  

αè = )�D* )=�
D *¾À

 

Which is gives (Fetter, cond-mat/9510037) 

w>|U| >Ò=>  = 
�(��)¾
(D)E À!   ≈ 0.67                                                                                                                (E.8) 

According to absolute value definition  

                     
w>|U| >Ò=>  =F 0.67 �� w>U >Ò=>  ≥ 0 

−0.67 ��  w>U >Ò=>  < 0Ä 
Fig. (4.3) shows numerical evaluations of eqn. (4.124) as a function of the variational parameter 

µ. Each curve corresponds to a specific number of atoms. The dot curve gives the limit case of  

N = NC. As we can see, for N > NC no minimum appears in the rescaled energy, and a stable 

condensate cannot exist. A numerical integration of the Gross– Pitaevskii equation gives 

     w>|a| AÒ=>   ≈ 0.57 (Ruprecht, et.al., 1995). 
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The Appendix Figures  
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Figure 4.3: Variational expression for the energy per particle for an isotropic harmonic trap as a 

function of the variational parameter b, for different values of the dimensionless parameter. The 

dotted curve corresponds to the critical value, approximately −0.67, at which the cloud becomes 

unstable from (Pethick and Smith; 2008). 

 

In Fig. 4.3 we illustrate for an isotropic oscillator the dependence of E/N on the variational 

parameter b (= bx = by = bz) for different values of the dimensionless parameter N	U /U0<-. We 

have included examples of attractive interactions, corresponding to negative values of the 

scattering length a. As shown in the figure, a local minimum exists for negative a provided N is 

less than some value Nc, but for larger values of N the cloud will collapse. 

 



 

 

XVI 

In Fig. 4.3 we compare wave functions for the variation calculation described in the previous 

section and the Thomas–Fermi approximation is shown in Fig.4.4 which has been taken from 

(Dalfovo et al., 1999).  

 

Figure 4.4: The ground-state wave function in the Gaussian variational approximation (full line)  

and in the Thomas–Fermi approximation (dotted line) for an isotropic harmonic-oscillator 

potential. The wave functions are given in units of  
(7)¾

(V>89:)¾E , with β ≡ 
(7>)¾E

(>89:) ¾E . 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 


